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 ANTITRUST 

Antitrust basics
Thomas V. Vakerics

This comprehensive reference—cited 
by the courts—cuts your research time 
by analyzing relevant statutes, court and 
FTC cases. It also discusses business 
practices consistently upheld, as well as 
those consistently condemned.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes 
LjP online access*, Pub. #593ONL, 
isbN 9781588520326
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy593
Available at lexis.com®.

Antitrust: An economic Approach 
Richard A. Givens

Focuses on the economic reasoning behind antitrust 
enforcement and examines how day-to-day business decisions 
may affect your clients’ potential antitrust liability. The book 
examines antitrust from an economic perspective, covering: 
antitrust laws of the European Union; the Hart-Scott-Rodino 
premerger notification rules and much more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #579ONL, isbN 9781588520197
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy579
Available at lexis.com.

federal Trade Commission: Law, Practice  
and Procedure 
Peter C. Ward

This book features detailed analysis of all areas of FTC 
responsibility and brings you up to date on the latest legislative, 
judicial and administrative actions affecting practice before  
the Commission.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #601ONL, isbN 9781588520401
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy601
Available at lexis.com.

state Antitrust Law
William T. Lifland

You’ll learn how recent appellate rulings have applied state law 
to various types of anticompetitive conduct—monopolization, 
agreements between competitors, restrictive covenants, 
supplier-customer agreements, business acquisitions and more. 
Topics also include the interaction of state and federal antitrust 
laws and concise descriptions of federal antitrust rulings that 
state courts may consider in resolving antitrust cases.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00583, isbN 9781588520227

 BANKING 

Consumer financial services
Andrew L. Sandler, Benjamin B. Klubes and 
Anand S. Raman

Presents detailed analysis of every aspect
of this important subject, including the
impact of more than fifteen federal
statutes—ranging from the Civil Rights
Act of 1866 to the Fair and Accurate
Credit Transactions Act—on the banking,
insurance and real estate industries. The
book also examines enforcement activities,t activities,
litigation issues and compliance considerations.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #665ONL, isbN 9781588521002
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy665

federal bank Holding Company Law
Melanie L. Fein

This reference work covers every aspect of the federal regulation 
of bank holding companies, from permissible activities through 
operations. It also provides guidance on bank acquisitions by 
foreign banks, securities firms and insurance companies, and 
contains coverage of the current legislative and regulatory 
developments, including the latest Federal Reserve Board orders 
and interpretive letters.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00600, isbN 9781588521774

Lender Liability and banking Litigation 
Edward F. Mannino

The book analyzes theories of liability and features numerous 
sample litigation documents, including: counterclaims and 
answers by borrowers and lenders; voir dire questions and 
jury instructions; interrogatories; special verdicts; and a 
comprehensive loan agreement litigation checklist.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #611ONL, isbN 9781588520500
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy611

savings institutions: Mergers, Acquisitions  
and Conversions 
Julie L. Williams

Brings you thorough and up-to-date explanations of subjects 
including thrift mergers and acquisitions; preemption of state 
laws; application of the Community Reinvestment Act to 
insurance companies; anti-affiliation laws; Internet banking; 
issues affecting banks and bank holding companies affiliated  
with savings institutions, and much more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #607ONL, isbN 9781588520463
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy607
Available at lexis.com.
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 BANKRUPTCY 

Commercial Contracting: 
sales under the uCC 
Jeffrey D. Wittenberg

This one-volume treatise provides 
a pathway to mastering the major 
components of contract-related sales 
law contained in the UCC. It examines 
the framework of UCC Article 2 from 
offer and acceptance to damages and 
remedies, supplying practical analysis 
and extensive case law citations 
throughout.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, 
includes LjP online access*, Pub. #698ONL, 
isbN 9781588521606
Online access also sold separately, 
Pub. #ONLy698
Available at lexis.com.

Reorganizations under 
Chapter 11 of the  
bankruptcy Code 
Richard F. Broude

Contains a thorough discussion of 
Chapter 11 law and practice, including 
significant changes in: exclusivity; 
key employee retention plans; pre-
petition severance pay; the debtor’s 
ability to retain turnaround specialists; 
conversion and dismissal of cases; the 
obligation of creditors’ committees to 
share information with members of the 
constituencies; and the way in which 
small business and single-asset real 
estate cases are conducted.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed,
includes LjP online access*, Pub. #595ONL, 
isbN 9781588520340
Online access also sold separately, 
Pub. #ONLy595
Available at lexis.com.

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL 

Attorney Liability After sarbanes-Oxley
Marc I. Steinberg

This important book explains the perils for lawyers in the wake of 
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and provides expert guidance on 
the steps that can be taken to minimize them. Coverage includes: 
practical measures to prevent liability; “up-the-ladder” reporting; 
client identification; primary and secondary liability; conflicts of 
interest; and whistleblower complaints.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00678, isbN 9781588521316

business valuation
Ronald S. Longhofer

This in-depth guide explains both the standards of value 
prescribed by law and the complex methods employed to meet 
those standards in virtually every context—corporate and tax law, 
litigation, trusts and estates law, ESOP transactions and more. It 
also discusses the reporting requirements of major accounting 
associations.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #705ONL, isbN 9781588521675
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy705
Available at lexis.com.

Corporate Criminal Liability and Prevention
Richard S. Gruner

Provides essential guidance on all aspects of this critical area—the sources of corporate
criminal liability, the immediate and collateral consequences of conviction, and the available
defenses to, and limitations on, liability. This thoroughly up-to-date guide also examines
current prosecutorial discretion standards, amnesties and sentencing guidelines.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #676ONL, isbN 9781588521255
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy676
Available at lexis.com.

Corporate governance: Avoiding and Responding to Misconduct
Kevin T. Abikoff

This timely book describes step by step the measures needed to prevent criminal actions 
within a corporation and minimize the impact of misconduct that may have already 
occurred. It discusses the process of establishing a corporate compliance program, how  
to recognize corporate misconduct and much more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #687ONL, isbN 9781588521422
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy687
Available at lexis.com.

Corporate internal investigations
Dan K. Webb, Robert W. Tarun and Steven F. Molo

Helps you act quickly to address allegations of corporate misconduct and help avoid 
indictment and civil exposure. The book also keeps you current on developments under 
the Justice Department’s revised “Dual and Successive Prosecution Policy” and “Leniency 
Policy for Individuals,” and introduces the Department’s policy for “Federal Prosecution of 
Corporations,” including factors to weigh in charging a corporation.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00620, isbN 9781588520593
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Corporate Privileges and Confidential information
Jerome G. Snider, Howard A. Ellins and Michael S. Flynn

Designed to assist inside and outside counsel in negotiating 
obstacles to maintaining corporate secrecy. All rights to privacy  
and confidentiality that a corporation may assert are gathered  
in this useful volume, which also includes guidance on how to 
protect information otherwise required to be disclosed to a 
government agency.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #650ONL, isbN 9781588520876
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy650

directors and Officers Liability:  
Prevention, insurance and indemnification
John H. Mathias, Jr., David M. Kroeger, Matthew M. Neumeier and Jerry J. Burgdoerfer

Examines such topics as: the risks officers and directors face; derivative and class 
actions; when insurance is available; and when a corporation is required—or allowed—
to provide indemnification. The authors have included comprehensive coverage of 
indemnification agreements and liability insurance policies, with point-by-point analysis 
of provisions, procedures, exceptions and gray areas.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #659ONL, isbN 9781588520951
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy659
Available at lexis.com.

due diligence in business Transactions
Gary M. Lawrence

This valuable deskbook presents an overview of the due diligence process and gives 
attorneys, legal assistants and allied professionals the tools they need to conduct more 
thorough and efficient due diligence investigations.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #629ONL, 
isbN 9781588520661
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy629

executive Compensation
Michael S. Sirkin and Lawrence K. Cagney

Guides you through the maze of rules, regulations and practices that governs this area. 
It is an essential resource for general counsel or attorneys representing companies, 
business executives and human resource managers who are trying to identify and 
evaluate all of their options and make the best financial arrangements possible.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #634ONL, isbN 9781588520715
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy634

executive stock Options and stock Appreciation Rights
Herbert Kraus

Addresses such vital topics as: types of stock options available, including nonqualified 
and incentive stock options; stock appreciation rights; SEC disclosure and registration 
requirements; liabilities under Section 16(b) and Rule 16b-3; stock option repricing; 
Section 423 stock purchase plans; and much more. The book also includes numerous 
sample forms and documents.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #628ONL, isbN 9781588520654
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy628
Available at lexis.com.

federal Corporate sentencing: 
Compliance and Mitigation 
Jed S. Rakoff and Jonathan S. Sack

This reference examines the Organizational 
Sentencing Guidelines in detail, shows how to 
develop and improve an internal compliance 
program, and provides comprehensive 
coverage of subjects such as: determination 
of sentences, including aggravating and 
mitigating factors; global compliance 
programs; standards of conduct under 
Sarbanes-Oxley; and more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP 
online access*, Pub. #619ONL, isbN 9781588520586
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy619

franchising: Realities  
and Remedies
Harold Brown, J. Michael Dady, Jeffery S. Haff  
and Ronald K. Gardner, Jr.

Franchising: Realitiesranchising: Realities
and Remedies
provides you with
specific, practical
solutions to commono common
problems faced by
both franchisors
and franchisees. It
covers compliance
with federal and statee
contracts; antitrust
and disclosure laws; protective advice
for franchisor’s counsel; the landlord in
franchising; and the RICO statute.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, 
Pub. #00569, isbN 9781588520104

franchising: Realities and 
Remedies, forms volume
Harold Brown, J. Michael Dady, Jeffery S. Haff,  
and Ronald K. Gardner, Jr.

Franchising: Realities and Remedies, 
Forms Volume provides actual franchise 
agreements and completed pre-sale 
disclosure statements for some of the 
most popular franchised businesses, 
including residential real estate businesses, 
restaurants, hotels, jewelry stores, weight 
control centers, hair care salons, discount 
muffler specialists, and learning facility 
businesses.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #569A, 
isbN 9781588520111

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL continued
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Hotel Law
Ellen S. Smith and Victor P. Haley

Provides comprehensive guidance for practitioners representing 
buyers, sellers, borrowers, lenders, franchisees, franchisors, 
and others in the hotel industry. This practical and insightful 
book covers hotel acquisitions and dispositions, hotel financing, 
management agreements, franchise agreements, troubled hotel 
projects, and hotel liability.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #711ONL, 
isbN 9781588521736
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy711

Law and Practice of secured Transactions: 
working with Article 9
Richard F. Duncan, William H. Lyons and Catherine Lee Wilson

Deciphers the Uniform Commercial Code and shows you how 
to apply Article 9 to your clients’ real-life situations. Through 
numerous practice pointers and hypothetical examples, 
the authors discuss: attachment and perfection of security 
interests; priority rules for competing claims to collateral; default, 
repossession of collateral; strict foreclosure and redemption; 
choice of law in multi-state transactions; fraudulent conveyance; 
and trustee avoidance powers under bankruptcy preference law.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #603ONL, isbN 9781588520425
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy603
Available at lexis.com.

Law of Advertising, Marketing and Promotions
David H. Bernstein and Bruce P. Keller

Explains the complex and evolving legislative, regulatory, court-
based, and self-regulatory rules governing advertising content 
and practices. This timely and indispensable treatise covers 
everything from the procedures for challenging false advertising 
to the questions raised by the latest online techniques. It provides 
legal analysis as well as practical tools, such as checklists for claim 
substantiation, disclosure and disclaimers, and sweepstakes.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #709ONL, isbN 9781588521729
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy709

Lawyers guide to formulas in deal documents 
and seC filings
Carla J. Garrett, Hayden J. Trubitt and Contributing Authors  
Edited by Matthew B. Swartz

Written for lawyers at all levels of mathematical skill, this book 
covers the use of numbers, formulas and ratios in securities 
offerings, mergers and acquisitions, debt financing, venture capital, 
private equity, and intellectual property. The Lawyers Guide to 
Formulas in Deal Documents and SEC Filings provides valuable 
drafting advice and shows you common 
mistakes that can dramatically affect how 
much your client receives or has to pay.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, 
includes LjP online access*, Pub. #696ONL, 
isbN 9781588521538
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy696

Limited Liability Companies and Limited  
Liability Partnerships 
Thomas A. Humphreys

This book explains why the LLC and LLP are taking the place of 
Subchapter S and Subchapter C for all but very large, publicly 
held companies. It provides step-by-step explanations of how to 
create an LLC or LLP. You’ll also find in-depth analysis of related 
ERISA provisions, the IRS’s “check-the-box” regulations, tax, nontax, 
estate planning and accounting considerations, as well as federal 
and state statutory citations and tables.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #640ONL, isbN 9781588520777
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy640

Negotiating and drafting Contract boilerplate 
Tina L. Stark

Negotiating and Drafting Contract Boilerplate educates lawyers
and business professionals on the underlying rationale and
importance of boilerplate language. Each chapter tackles a
different contractual provision, over twenty in all, and analyzes
why it is important, what the key legal and business issues are,
what is negotiable and what is not, and how best to draft the
provision to suit a particular transaction.

Ns 1 volume, softbound plus Cd-ROM, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #ALM11, 
isbN 9781588521057
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLALM11

Partnerships, joint ventures & strategic Alliances
Stephen I. Glover and Craig M. Wasserman, with Contributing Experts

This comprehensive reference provides extensive guidance 
on drafting limited partnership, limited liability company, and 
nonentity strategic alliance agreements. Detailed chapters 
examine special issues in: financial services and real estate joint 
ventures; minority strategic investments; integrating, retaining and 
providing benefits and incentives to joint venture employees; and 
intellectual property law considerations. 

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated as needed, Pub. #00616, 
isbN 9781588521279

Public Companies
Jonathan M. Hoff, Lawrence A. Larose and  
Frank J. Scaturro

More than just a “how-to” guide, this book is uide, this book is 
a comprehensive examination of corporate e 
governance, internal controls and law 
compliance requirements, as well as the 
many other issues one needs to consider 
to be a responsible corporate citizen. 
Coverage includes legal obligations, best 
practices, and new developments and pragmatic approaches to 
common problems for start-up companies and well-established 
businesses alike.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #666ONL, isbN 9781588521040
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy666
Available at lexis.com.
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Shareholder Derivative Litigation: Besieging the Board 
Ralph C. Ferrara, Kevin T. Abikoff and Laura Leedy Gansler

Reviews each of the legal doctrines relevant to derivative actions, including  
the demand and standing requirements; potential board responses to 
demands; the use of special litigation committees; procedural issues in 
derivative litigation; and the business judgment rule’s application to  
derivative litigation. This comprehensive legal study features an up-to-date 
listing of state derivative action statutes and rules, plus analysis of other 
significant developments.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #631ONL, ISBN 9781588520685
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY631
Available at lexis.com.

Start-Up & Emerging Companies: Planning, Financing & 
Operating the Successful Business
Gregory C. Smith with Contributing Experts

You’ll find extensive coverage of the venture financing process and negotiating 
strategies; corporate, securities and tax laws; corporate governance; 
registration and investor rights; the interplay between business and legal 
considerations; limited liability companies; joint ventures and strategic 
alliances; and more. Plus, this book features over 75 sample forms, clauses, 
agreements, checklists and term sheets.

S 2 volumes, loose-leaf plus forms on CD-ROM, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #592ONL, ISBN 9781588520319
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY592
Available at lexis.com.

Travel Law
Thomas A. Dickerson

Discusses the traveler’s rights and remedies against airlines, cruise lines, 
hotels and resorts, rental car companies, railroads, time-share facilities, 
theme parks, casinos, tour operators, travel agents and Internet travel sellers. 
It shows you how to: use contracts between operators and suppliers to the 
traveler’s advantage; overcome disclaimers of liability in agreements imposed 
on travelers; employ state long-arm statutes to obtain jurisdiction over foreign 
travel suppliers; use the Warsaw and Montreal Conventions to the traveler’s 
benefit; and more. 

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #565ONL, ISBN 9781588520098
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY565

White Collar Crime: Business and Regulatory Offenses
Otto G. Obermaier and Robert G. Morvillo

Coverage includes criminal tax cases; securities fraud; RICO; mail and wire 
fraud; banking crimes; criminal antitrust actions; bribery and extortion; 
conspiracy; entrapment and government overreaching; government contract 
fraud; grand jury practice; perjury and false declarations; and general principles 
governing the criminal liability of corporations, their employees and officers.

S 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #610ONL, ISBN 9781588520494
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY610

COMINg SOON!

Whistleblower and Bounty Law
NS 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, includes LJP online access*, 

Pub. #TXWBB12, ISBN 9781576254905

CRIMINAL

Defending Federal Criminal Cases: 
Attacking the government’s Proof
Diana D. Parker

Beginning with the 
assessment of whether 
to cooperate with 
the government, this 
authoritative guide provides 
advice on the substance 
and timing of defense 
motions, objections and 
appeals, as well as open 
questions and splits among 
the circuits. Coverage 
includes: bases for motions to dismiss indictments; 
obtaining and drafting a Bill of Particulars; Fourth 
and Fifth Amendment grounds for suppressing 
evidence; Sixth Amendment rights, including the 
defendant’s right to a speedy trial, confrontation of 
witnesses, and adequate representation; discovery 
issues; and more.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online 
access*, Pub. #683ONL, ISBN 9781588521385
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY683
Available at lexis.com.

Environmental Enforcement:  
Civil and Criminal
Daniel Riesel

This detailed guide to environmental enforcement 
for members of the regulated community and their 
counsel explains the potential consequences of 
enforcement actions and discusses procedures 
to follow to minimize exposure. Topics include: 
how to conduct an environmental self-audit; civil 
investigatory procedures in environmental law; 
and civil enforcement under the Clean Water Act, 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
(RCRA), the Clean Air Act, the Emergency Planning 
and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA), and 
the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA).

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online 
access*, Pub. #635ONL, ISBN 9781588520722
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY635
Available at lexis.com.

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL continued
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grand Jury Practice
Howard W. Goldstein

Thorough and pragmatic, this book brings 
together statutory and case law, Justice 
Department regulations, important variations in 
state court practice (including charts of relevant 
statutes), and practical advice on what really 
happens in grand jury proceedings. You’ll find 
extensive discussion of the composition and 
conduct of the grand jury, the law of privilege, joint 
defense agreements, prosecutorial misconduct, 
evidentiary issues, grand jury secrecy, and many 
other constitutional and tactical issues.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online 
access*, Pub. #646ONL, ISBN 9781588520838
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY646
Available at lexis.com.

Health Care Fraud:  
Enforcement and Compliance 
Robert Fabrikant; Paul E. Kalb, M.D; Mark D. Hopson;  
and Pamela H. Bucy

Discusses the latest antifraud initiatives from
Congress, enforcement agencies and the private
bar; advice on criminal law and procedures that
health care lawyers cannot afford to ignore;
and point-by-point analysis of key decisions,
laws and regulations. It also includes detailed
coverage of two important areas: compliance
issues and marketing and pricing fraud in the
pharmaceutical industry.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online 
access*, Pub. #636ONL, ISBN 9781588520739
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY636
Available at lexis.com.

RICO: Civil and Criminal  
Law and Strategy
Jed S. Rakoff and Howard W. Goldstein

This practical guide to all aspects of RICO litigation 
provides a fundamental grounding in substantive 
RICO law and focuses on strategic and tactical 
considerations of RICO practice. The book also 
keeps you up to date on Supreme Court cases 
and the latest judicial interpretations of many 
important issues, including the survival of RICO 
actions after death.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Includes LJP online 
access*, Pub. #609ONL, ISBN 9781588520487
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY609
Available at lexis.com.

DOMESTIC RELATIONS

Divorce, Separation and the Distribution of Property
J. Thomas Oldham

Divorce, Separation and the Distribution of Property
has as its primary focus the current rules applicable 
to the division of property at divorce. This includes a 
comparison of how various states define the types of 
property that are “divisible,” as well as a summary of the 
factors that courts take into consideration when dividing 
the marital estate. The book also explores in great detail 
rules used to determine the enforceability of premarital 
or postnuptial agreements, as well as issues related to the o the 
division of pension benefits.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #604ONL, ISBN 9781588520432
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY604

Encyclopedia of Matrimonial Clauses 
Raoul L. Felder

The Encyclopedia features clauses for separation, pre- and post-nuptial, 
cohabitation, and paternity agreements. It is packed with hundreds of easy-
to-adapt clauses on such important subjects as attorneys’ fees; child custody 
and visitation; child support; division of property; children’s education; estate 
planning; health insurance and medical expenses; life insurance; the marital 
home; maintenance and alimony; and tax planning and tax returns.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf with forms on CD-ROM, updated as needed, Includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #612ONL, ISBN 9781588520517
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY612

Tax Aspects of Divorce and Separation 
Robert S. Taft and Leonard G. Florescue

This book shows you how to gather and analyze financial data and ensure that 
your clients receive the most advantageous tax treatment possible. In addition 
to examining the ramifications of legislation, it discusses valuation of property, 
including: business enterprises; estate and gift tax issues; prenuptial agreements; 
and more. The book includes numerous sample forms, agreements and 
checklists, complete with detailed explanations.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #584ONL, ISBN 9781588520234
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY584
Available at lexis.com.
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EDUCATION LAW 

education Law 
Charles J. Russo and Ralph D. Mawdsley

Both a textbook and a practitioner’s guide,  
this book provides insightful analysis and case  
law citations on such topics as: school 
governance; finance and procurement; 
employment issues, including tenure, dismissal, 
discrimination and reductions in the workforce; 
collective bargaining and dispute resolution 
procedures; student rights; requirements to 
provide individualized education to disabled 
students; tort liability; and more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online 
access*, Pub. #670ONL, isbN 9781588521118
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy670
Available at lexis.com.

 ENTERTAINMENT 

All About Cable and broadband
James C. Goodale and Rob Frieden

Offers a forward-looking, comprehensive survey of the 
law at every level as it applies to cable networks and 
their television systems, to cable’s satellite competitors, 
and to the convergence of these technologies with the 
broadband Internet and digital telephony.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #570ONL, isbN 9781588520128
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy570
Available at lexis.com.

Communications Law and Practice 
Stuart N. Brotman

This guide to the complex legal and business issues involved in modern 
communications offers clear explanations of the laws regulating telephony, 
including: cellular telephone advances; radio and television broadcasting; and 
wireless communications and communications satellites. Throughout, it contains 
useful insights into directions in communications law and policy, including digital 
media developments.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #633ONL, isbN 9781588520708
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy633

entertainment Law: forms and Analysis
Corey Field and Barry I. Slotnick

This guide to both the legal issues and inner workings of the entertainment 
industry is packed with fresh insights and practical techniques. Topics covered 
include film, television and live theatre, with a guide to the tasks entertainment 
lawyers face at each stage of a project; book and magazine publishing, including 
acquisitions of rights and digital publishing; the music industry, from recording 
and royalties to the role of agents and managers; broadcast, satellite and Internet 
radio, including liability, syndication, and agreements with on-air personalities; 
celebrity rights of publicity and privacy; and cyber law—how high technology is 
affected by statute and case law.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub #714ONL, isbN 9781588521767
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy714

ORdeR TOdAy! 

visiT www.lexisnexis.com/ALMstore
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ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 

environmental Law Lexicon
Nicholas A. Robinson

This quick-reference guide prepared 
specifically for lawyers helps you 
understand the most frequently 
encountered scientific terminology 
concerning the environment, ecology 
and related scientific disciplines, and 
the precise legal meanings that these 
terms have acquired through their 
use in statues, regulations and judicial 
decisions. Coverage includes the new 
legal definitions that are coming into 
use with respect to climate change, emissions trading and the 
regulation of greenhouse gases.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00618, isbN 9781588520579

environmental Regulation of Real Property 
Nicholas A. Robinson, updated by Kevin Anthony Reilly

This book not only offers in-depth analysis of federal 
environmental statutes having a bearing on land use, but also 
looks closely at rules imposed by state and local governments. 
The book covers the entire field of environmental law—from 
protecting air and water quality to preserving wildlife habitats and 
landmarks—including constitutional law, real estate law, litigation 
and corporate transactions.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #575ONL, isbN 9781588520166
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy575

green buildings: Law, Contract and Regulation 
Peter S. Britell

This book is a detailed practitioner’s guide to everything from 
green terminology to complex issues of real property law, liability 
and due process. It discusses government mandates, green 
requirements and incentives, and clauses in all the standard 
types of agreements affecting real estate—purchase, sale, lease, 
mortgage financing, design, construction and insurance. It also 
examines statutory language in detail.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #707ONL, isbN 9781588521699
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy707
Available at lexis.com.

ESTATE PLANNING & ELDER LAW

Changing the situs of a Trust
Robert A. Hendrickson and Neal R. Silverman

This eminently practical deskbook will 
help you achieve considerable savings 
of income, property, gift and death 
taxes—even without an actual change 
of situs. It includes suggested clauses 
for both inter vivos and testamentary 
instruments and examines court 
reactions to a petition for change 
when the trust instrument does not 
specifically provide for one. In addition, 
you’ll find the full text of every state 
statute regarding situs changes, as well as an analysis of the key 
provisions of leading states and the Uniform Probate Code, the 
Uniform Trust Code, and the revision of the Uniform Partnership 
Act (including provisions governing applicable LLPs).

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00573, isbN 9781588520142

elder Law and financial strategies:  
Planning for Later Life 
Jerry A. Hyman

The book covers federal as well as state-specific laws affecting 
the elderly and includes many essential forms for financial, 
health care and estate planning, with detailed drafting tips. It goes 
far beyond Medicaid planning to offer guidance on questions 
involving housing options, guardianship, property and health care 
management, abuse and financial exploitation of the elderly, as 
well as estate planning and retirement planning.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #693ONL, isbN 9781588521491
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy693

estate Planning 
Gerald S. Susman

This book introduces the tax planner to unique wealth transfer
strategies and asset-protection techniques. It also provides
many easy-to-adapt clauses, sample documents and checklists,
including a goals and objectives questionnaire, forms for gifts of
a life estate to a spouse, irrevocable minor’s trusts, survivorship
life insurance trust, standard will clauses and complete wills with
alternative clauses.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #539ONL, isbN 9781588520029
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy539
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GENERAL RESOURCES & LEGAL PRACTICE 

The American Lawyer®

The nation’s leading legal monthly magazine is filled with in-depth feature articles and columns on all aspects of large law firm management, 
from litigation and corporate law to the biggest deals and lawsuits. This award-winning publication also includes exclusive research ranking 
data, such as the Amlaw 200® reports and the Associates Survey.

Ns Magazine, published monthly, Pub. #N12, issN 0162-3397
digital edition also sold separately, Pub. #N11
Archive from 1995 – present available at lexis.com.

i’d Rather do it Myself: How to set up your Own Law firm
Stephen Gillers

Here’s nuts-and-bolts advice on selecting office space, equipment and support services; setting fair fees and establishing effective 
collection procedures; professional liability; “rainmaking”; how much it’s likely to cost you, with a look at capital expenses, overhead and  
first-year income scenarios. This is an ideal guide if you’re thinking about going out on your own.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #00537, isbN 9781588521149

Law firm Accounting and financial Management
John P. Quinn, Joseph A. Bailey, David E. Gaulin and Stanley Kolodziejczak

The fifth edition includes in-depth analysis of accounting,  
tax and financial management, international tax and outsourcing 
issues that will allow your firm to compete in today’s global legal 
market. Featuring lucid discussion and illustrative exhibits, this 
guide to management, tax reporting and accounting strategies 
demonstrates how to: make maximum use of your firm’s financial 
reports; develop a program to improve your firm’s profitability;  
and more.

s 1 volume, hardbound, updated twice per year, Pub. #00602, isbN 9781588520418

Law firm Partnership Agreements
Leslie D. Corwin and Arthur J. Ciampi

This book tackles the key “life events” of 
a law firm partnership—formation, setting 
compensation, partner admissions and 
departures, retirement, dissolution, 
termination of the partnership, mergers 
and acquisitions, and much more. Also 
included are a state-of-the-art model 
partnership agreement and other 
practical forms of agreement, such as 
a “memorandum of understanding” for 
lateral partners that serves as an adjunct to o 
the main agreement. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated as needed, includes LjP online 
access*, Pub. #643ONL, isbN 9781588520807
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy643
Available at lexis.com.

Lawyering: A Realistic Approach to Legal Practice
James C. Freund

This book picks up where law school leaves off and teaches 
associates what they really need to know about the everyday 
practice of law. The book offers useful, down-to-earth guidance on 
the skills needed by practicing attorneys, such as: turning out timely 
work under pressure; analyzing mixed legal-practical problems; 
writing prose that is not only clear and concise but also interesting 
and persuasive; and more.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #00552, isbN 9781588521156

Legal Research and Law Library Management 
Julius J. Marke, Richard Sloane and Linda M. Ryan

This book covers the latest in law library management, including 
collection development; controlling the cost of obtaining and 
maintaining legal information; strategic planning; retaining a
law library consultant; online legal research; the changing role 
of academic law reviews in legal scholarship; and copyright law 
and “fair use” of research materials. It includes over 30 topical 
research guides containing detailed listings of treatises, journals 
and websites. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #572ONL, isbN 9781588520135
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy572
Available at lexis.com.

Marketing the Law firm:  
business development Techniques 
Sally J. Schmidt

This book examines how marketing can improve client  
satisfaction and increase the bottom line for both corporate  
and consumer practices. It is filled with case studies and  
examples of real law firm situations to help you put these tools  
and techniques into practice—and use them effectively. An 
appendix provides law firm marketing resources, including 
organizations, publications and studies.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #613ONL, isbN 9781588520524
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy613
Available at lexis.com.
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Maximizing Law firm 
Profitability: Hiring,  
Training and developing 
Productive Lawyers 
Susan G. Manch and  
Marcia Pennington Shannon

This book shows you how to manage 
your own practice and develop the 
potential of the people reporting to you. 
It covers subjects such as enhancing 
attorney skills and increasing profits 
through the development of practical  
in-house training programs; using 
strategies for time and stress 
management; and more. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed,
includes LjP online access*, Pub. #614ONL, 
isbN 9781588520531
Online access also sold separately, 
Pub. #ONLy614
Available at lexis.com.

The National Law journal®

Covers the national legal news and 
topics of interest through special 
reports. 

Ns 1 volume, newspaper, published weekly except 
last week of year, Pub. #N14, Catalog #PeR1
Archive from 1983 – present available at 
lexis.com.

supreme Court insider
Daily coverage of all Supreme Court of 
the United States news while the court 
is in session, as well as all issues before 
appellate circuits that may go to the 
Supreme Court. Includes interviews  
with the nation’s leading appellate 
litigators and statistics on cert grants, 
opinions, arguments and win-loss 
records for practitioners.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #N1

 HEALTHCARE

drug and Medical device Product Liability deskbook
James M. Beck and Anthony Vale

This timely guide covers all aspects of litigation involving drugs, medical devices, vaccines 
and other FDA-regulated prescription products. Topics include: detailed coverage of 
warning-related claims and defenses; other information-based theories; strict liability; 
FDA-related per se liability; preemption of common law tort claims by the Food, Drug & 
Cosmetic Act and FDA regulations; and many other important topics. The authors include 
practical coverage of “what a litigator needs to know about the FDA.” 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #674ONL, isbN 9781588521217
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy674

Health Care benefits Law 
Jeffrey D. Mamorsky

Explains how current laws affect the design and day-to-day administration of health care 
plans. This book also helps you identify—and deal with—hidden areas of liability. The book 
includes sample forms, checklists, drafting tips, and the perspective you need to cope with 
any challenge. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #660ONL, isbN 9781588520968
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy660

Hospital Liability
James Walker Smith

Analyzes the impact of the latest statutes, regulations, cases and 
trends. This book explores issues such as HMO liability for medical 
malpractice; nonmedical liability; liability for negligent ambulance 
service; state rulings on recovery for the wrongful death of a fetus; 
hospital liability for an infant’s injuries in a delayed C-section; and 
many more. Hospital Liability analyzes theories of liability for the 
abuse and neglect of nursing home residents as well as the use of 
class action lawsuits to improve conditions. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #596ONL, isbN 9781588520357
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy596

Regulation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 
Andrew T. Bayman and Chilton Davis Varner

Written by two nationally renowned practitioners, this book examines the legal and 
practical considerations involved in handling any issue that may arise, civil or criminal. It 
also covers current law and regulation as well as the latest enforcement actions and civil 
and criminal settlements—a must when advising clients. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated twice per year, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #703ONL, isbN 9781588521651
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy703
Available at lexis.com.

Telemedicine and e-Health Law 
Lynn D. Fleisher and James C. Dechene

Includes everything from the licensing issues raised by physicians providing medical 
services electronically across state lines, to the HIPAA privacy issues raised by the sharing 
of electronic patient consultations and health records across computer networks. This 
important book includes chapters on these topics, as well as on tax, antitrust, intellectual 
property and other aspects of e-health, all packed with expert advice that will help you 
steer clear of difficulties. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #677ONL, isbN 9781588521293
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy677
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IMMIGRATION

Business Immigration Law:  
Forms and Filings
Rodney A. Malpert, Amanda Thompson and Marketa Lindt

This comprehensive guide 
to choosing the correct 
nonimmigrant work authorization 
category and applying for it 
efficiently and without error 
also provides examples and 
explanations not only of 
straightforward situations, but also 
of the variations that might affect 
student and business visitors, 
treaty traders and investors, NAFTA A 
professionals, specialty occupation workers, temporary 
nonagricultural workers and others.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed,
Pub. #00680, ISBN 9781588521347

Business Immigration Law: Strategies for 
Employing Foreign Nationals 
Rodney A. Malpert, Amanda Thompson and Marketa Lindt

An impressive array of specialists provides helpful and 
pragmatic advice on the nonimmigrant work authorization, 
including: specialty occupations (H-1Bs); intra-company 
transfers from abroad (L-1); and treaty traders and 
investors (E-1 and E-2). Coverage includes: tax issues; 
discrimination law problems raised by screening foreign 
nationals during hiring; how to avoid sanctions for I-9 
violations; and the interaction between nonimmigrant and 
immigrant statuses. This book’s appendices provide forms, 
guidelines, regulations and other helpful materials.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #655ONL, ISBN 9781588520920
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY655
Available at lexis.com.

INSURANCE

Extra-Contractual Litigation Against Insurers
Mark H. Rosenberg, Michael R. Nelson and Robert T. Horst

This comprehensive guide to new theories 
used in insurance litigation examines both the 
legal underpinnings of novel causes of action 
and the practical aspects of bringing claims 
and defending against them.

Topics covered include: the insurer’s third-
party bad faith in refusing to settle; first-party 
bad faith in refusing to pay benefits; bad faith 
claims involving specific lines of insurance; 
common law claims; unfair claims settlement 
practices; alternative theories of liability, such as , such as 
unjust enrichment; and more.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #700ONL, ISBN 9781588521620
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY700
Available at lexis.com.

Insurance Coverage Disputes 
John H. Mathias, Jr., John D. Shugrue and Thomas A. Marrinson

Insurance Coverage Disputes is a comprehensive, chronologically 
organized and clearly written guide to the issues that can arise at every 
stage of a coverage dispute, from the initial inquiry into whether a  
policy exists to complex questions of law, evidence, procedure and 
strategy. There is also a series of ready reference charts summarizing 
the controlling law of each of the 50 states and the District of Columbia 
on a number of key liability insurance issues.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #638ONL, ISBN 9781588520753
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY638

Insuring Real Property Businesses 
Robert E. Frankel and John N. Ellison

This in-depth look at policy terms, legal issues and risks also discusses 
uniform principles as well as unique aspects of particular categories, 
lines and types of insurance, including the varieties of first party 
insurance of greatest concern to real estate-related businesses—
property insurance and builders’ risk insurance. 

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #689ONL, ISBN 9781588521453
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY689
Available at lexis.com.

Professional Liability Insurance 
Thomas A. Marrinson

Provides comprehensive, in-depth coverage, from the basics of
professional liability insurance policies to complex issues that arise once
a claim is made. This guide examines the variations on policy clauses in
professional liability policies and how the courts interpret them.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #695ONL, ISBN 9781588521521
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY695
Available at lexis.com.
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Reinsurance Law:  
An Analytic Approach 
Steven C. Schwartz

Covers all aspects of the field, large 
and small, from the varieties and uses 
of reinsurance to complex matters 
of law, markets and regulation. 
Topics covered include types of 
reinsurance contracts (facultative, 
treaty, proportional, nonproportional, 
and others); property and casualty 
reinsurance; life and health reinsurance; 
the convergence of reinsurance and 
finance; U.S. and overseas reinsurance 
markets; and more. This book features 
detailed discussion of the drafting 
and documentation of reinsurance 
contracts, a step-by-step guide to 
arbitration, and other useful resources 
for practitioners.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed,
includes LjP online access*, Pub. #701ONL, 
isbN 9781588521637
Online access also sold separately, 
Pub. #ONLy701
Available at lexis.com.

structured settlements and 
Periodic Payment judgments 
Daniel W. Hindert, Joseph J. Dehner and  
Patrick J. Hindert

This book contains current coverage 
of all issues confronting those who 
resolve personal injury cases through 
structured settlements or who litigate 
cases under periodic payment of 
judgment rules. It also brings you the 
historical underpinnings, latest case 
law and statutory developments as well 
as numerous sample forms, ratings 
for life insurance companies and lists 
of companies that provide periodic 
payments.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, 
updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #598ONL, isbN 9781588520371
Online access also sold separately, 
Pub. #ONLy598

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Computer Law: drafting and Negotiating forms and Agreements 
with forms on disk
Richard Raysman and Peter Brown

Find discussions of such key topics as: hardware acquisition, 
financing and maintenance; software licensing, development 
and maintenance; antitrust law; copyright, patent and trade 
secret protection of software; the Internet and electronic 
communications; domain name registration; and more. The 
book also includes an overview of computer technology, 
featuring a computer law glossary, and keeps you up to date 
on the latest legislative developments and significant state 
and federal court decisions. 

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated twice per year, 
Pub. #00585, isbN 9781588520241

Copyright and the Public domain 
Stephen Fishman

This book addresses the question of what is protected by copyright and what is not. In plain 
language, it explains how and why works of authorship enter the public domain. It provides 
detailed coverage of copyright requirements; the duration of copyright; copyright forfeiture 
and abandonment; the “publication” requirement; non-protectible elements within a 
copyrighted work; restoration of copyrights to foreign works under GATT; conducting 
copyright renewal searches; non-copyright restrictions that may protect works in the 
public domain; and many other important issues.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #694ONL, isbN 9731588521514
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy694
Available at lexis.com.

Cyberlaw: intellectual Property in the digital Millennium 
Jay Dratler, Jr. and Stephen McJohn

This book explains the anti-circumvention and anti-trafficking rules of the Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act (DMCA), the Act’s provisions for protecting copyright management 
information (CMI), and its attempts to reduce Internet service providers’ exposure to 
primary and secondary liability for copyright infringement. It parses the anti-trafficking 
rules and discusses in detail how several courts have failed to apply the rules correctly 
to complex technologies. Emerging case law in the field of copyright and Internet law is 
incorporated throughout.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #652ONL, isbN 9781588520890
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy652
Available at lexis.com.

federal Acquisition Regulations: intellectual Property and  
Related Rights 
Lisa M. Brownlee

This comprehensive guide to the maze of intellectual property, data rights and technology 
transfer issues provides in-depth analysis of intellectual property issues arising from 
the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), especially FAR Part 27 (Patents, Data and 
Copyrights). Topics covered include: statutory, administrative and judicial foundations of 
federal contracting; essential terminology; conflicts of interest, competitive bidding, and 
contractor qualifications; and much more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #692ONL, isbN 9781588521477
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy692
Available at lexis.com.
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Intellectual Property and Computer Crimes 
Peter J. Toren

This timely treatise explains the laws that criminalize violations  
of intellectual property rights and unauthorized computer  
access—and how they may affect your practice. It includes 
discussions of general principles of intellectual property law as 
well as in-depth analysis of the increasing use of the Computer 
Fraud and Abuse Act (“CFAA”) and the Electronic Communications 
Privacy Act (“ECPA”) in civil litigation. The book also examines 
criminal infringement, the expanded scope of computer hacking 
laws, and the important legal issues that arise when these crimes 
are prosecuted.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #672ONL, ISBN 9781588521187
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY672
Available at lexis.com.

Intellectual Property in Business Transactions: 
Protecting the Competitive Advantage 
Glen P. Belvis

A start-to-finish guide to help dealmakers, in-house counsel and 
information officers harness the full power of intellectual property 
rights while also protecting them. Its scope includes patents, 
copyrights, trademarks and trade secrets law; tax, anti-trust and 
securities law; IP group management; attorney-client privilege; 
conflicts of interest; and more.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #702ONL, ISBN 9781588521644
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY702
Available at lexis.com.

Intellectual Property Law Dictionary 
Rachel Gader-Shafran

Contains six sections explaining the meaning and legal
background of terms used in copyright, trademark, patent, trade
dress, nanotechnology and trade secrets, both in the U.S. and
internationally. It also provides detailed citations to source materials
with every definition as well as an overview of intellectual property,
explaining the essentials of each type of intellectual property.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #675ONL, ISBN 9781588521248
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY675

Intellectual Property Law: Commercial, Creative 
and Industrial Property
Jay Dratler, Jr. and Stephen McJohn

This four-volume treatise covers all major fields of intellectual
property: patents, process patents, trade secrets, copyright,
technological protection of copyrighted works under the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act, online copyright and trademark liability,
semiconductor chip protection, import exclusion, database
protection, software protection, Web publishing, trademarks,
trade dress, Internet domain names, parallel imports and “gray
goods,” and unfair competition. Extensive treatment of legislative
and regulatory, judicial and international developments is
incorporated throughout.

S 4 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #615ONL, ISBN 9781588520548
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY615

Intellectual Property Law: Damages  
and Remedies 
Terence P. Ross

Addresses two crucial concerns of intellectual property owners—
how to recover monetary compensation when an infringement 
has occurred and how to prevent further infringement. This work 
explains how compensation and remedies are determined in every 
scenario, including infringement on the Internet. You’ll read about: 
ex parte seizures and stopping infringing goods at the border; 
provisional rights and remedies for patent owners; injunctive relief; 
monetary damages; punitive and statutory enhanced damages; 
attorneys’ fees and costs; and more. 

S 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #656ONL, ISBN 9781588520944
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY656
Available at lexis.com.

Intellectual Property Licensing:  
Forms and Analysis 
Richard Raysman, Edward A. Pisacreta and Kenneth A. Adler

This comprehensive collection of forms, checklists and
agreements is designed to help attorneys deal with virtually 
any intellectual property licensing issue. Nearly 100 annotated 
forms and agreements cover copyright, trademark and patent 
agreements; work-for-hire agreements; nondisclosure and
noncompete agreements; exit-interview guidelines; privacy/
publicity releases and celebrity endorsement agreements;
merchandising agreements; software development, distribution
and licensing agreements; music licensing agreements; dramatic 
performance licensing agreements; and sample corporate 
copyright and trade secret policies.

S 1 volume, loose-leaf with forms on CD-ROM, updated as needed, includes LJP online 
access*, Pub. #649ONL, ISBN 9781588520869
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLY649
Available at lexis.com.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTy continued
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Licensing of intellectual Property
Jay Dratler, Jr. and Stephen McJohn

Provides in-depth coverage of not only standard 
contract provisions, but also the intellectual property, 
antitrust, misuse, and common-law and unauthorized 
copying issues involved in licensing transactions that 
are not always directly reflected in contract language. 
Appendices provide sample patent licensing and Web 
publishing agreements.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online 
access*, Pub. #627ONL, isbN 9781588520647
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy627
Available at lexis.com.

Patent infringement:  
Compensation and damages 
Bryan W. Butler

This concise and detailed guide explains each step, from 
a finding of infringment to a determination of damages. 
The process starts with determining the damages 
period and damages base, from both a product and a 
geographic perspective. Next, the appropriate theory—
reasonable royalty or lost profits—is applied. Then 
enhancements or limitations are considered, as well 
as the likelihood and effect of an injunction. This book 
shows you the method used, the possible variations, 
the unique patent law doctrines that may apply, and 
the strategies to consider in seeking terms most 
advantageous to your client. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #682ONL, isbN 9781588521378
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy682

Trade secrets
James Pooley, updated by Daniel P. Westman

Provides not only a general overview of the governing 
laws and leading cases, but also practical advice and 
case citations for a host of situations—from invention 
assignments to non-competition covenants. You’ll find 
detailed explanations of internal policies, information 
protection plans, and negotiation strategies you can 
adopt to avoid disputes. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated as needed, 
includes LjP online access*, Pub. #641ONL, isbN 9781588520784
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy641
Available at lexis.com.

INTERNET LAW 

doing business on the internet: forms and Analysis
Julian S. Millstein, Jeffrey D. Neuburger and Jeffrey P. Weingart

With over 65 forms and checklists from actual 
Internet deals and transactions, this hands-on 
guide to the law of Internet commerce provides 
both practical guidance and the legal background 
needed to master the issues. From registering and 
protecting your domain name to contracting for 
Internet and website services to patent, trademark ademark 
and copyright issues, this book shows you how 
to adapt your business plans and strategies for 
evolving legal requirements. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated as needed, ed as needed, 
includes LjP online access*, Pub. #642ONL, isbN 9781588520791
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy642

emerging Technologies and the Law:  
forms and Analysis 
Richard Raysman, Peter Brown, Jeffrey D. Neuburger and William E. Bandon, III

This comprehensive guide with 100 ready-to-use forms addresses the 
many legal issues presented by complex cross-technology transactions. 
You’ll find clear explanations of: the technological and legal issues involved; 
an overview of patent law as it applies to emerging technologies; checklists 
of important factors to consider before beginning a complex cross-
technology transaction; and more.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #626ONL, isbN 9781588521071
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy626
Available at lexis.com.

internet and dispute Resolution: untangling the web
Norman Solovay and Cynthia Reed

Shows you how Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) works and how it is 
already transforming dispute resolution in both business-to-business and 
business-to-consumer transactions. This book explains how alternative 
dispute resolution (ADR) first moved online, how it evolved and how ODR 
is now being applied. You’ll find out about the different types of ODR 
methods and how to incorporate them into your practice. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #671ONL, isbN 9781588521132
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy671

internet and Online Law 
Kent D. Stuckey with Contributing Experts

This authoritative work describes the nature and growth of the law of the 
Internet and explains the legal obligations, opportunities, rights and risks 
inherent in this complex medium. It includes coverage of: negotiating 
enforceable contracts and licenses; identifying legal and business issues in 
electronic commerce; and special aspects of procedure, jurisdiction and 
other litigation issues. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #637ONL, isbN 9781588520746
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy637
Available at lexis.com.
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LABOR & EMPLOYMENT

Alternative dispute Resolution in the work Place
Henry S. Kramer

This book explains the pros and cons of relying 
on ADR, the complex legal and practical issues 
involved in creating an ADR program, the forms 
of ADR currently in use, the latest developments 
in the law, and the practical tips, tricks and traps 
employment professionals need to know about. 
Coverage includes: the intricacies of mediation, 
arbitration and other techniques; industry-
specific ADR; how to decide whether ADR is the 
right approach for your organization or client; what 
employers can and can’t do in an ADR program; and 
when a court may overturn the results of an ADR proceeding.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #644ONL, isbN 9781588520814
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy644
Available at lexis.com.

Contingent workforce: business and Legal strategies 
Michael S. Horne, Thomas S. Williamson, Jr. and Anthony Herman

Spanning several legal disciplines—tax, employee benefits, labor and 
discrimination—this book explains the different types of work arrangements 
and their legal consequences. It also includes detailed discussion of the 
tests used and the factors weighed when determining “employee status” 
under federal and state statutes and case law.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #653ONL, isbN 9781588520906
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy653
Available at lexis.com.

employee benefits Law: eRisA and beyond
Jeffrey D. Mamorsky

Takes you step by step through key statutes and covers such subjects 
as: goals of the various types of plans; tax and nontax benefits for both 
employers and employees; investment diversification requirements; 
transfers of qualified employer securities; qualification requirements; 
cafeteria plan regulations; fiduciary responsibilities; filing and disclosure 
obligations; and much more.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #557ONL, isbN 9781588520074
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy557

employment Litigation 
Mary A. Gambardella

Employment Litigation provides exhaustive procedural guidance on the 
booming field of employment law. Coverage includes a step-by-step 
examination of agency and court proceedings on both the federal and 
state levels and class actions. It also provides sample documents for 
every situation—complaints, responses, motions, discovery requests, jury 
instructions, appeals, settlement agreements and more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #669ONL, isbN 9781588521088
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy669

Hiring and firing
Frances Kulka Browne and Lauren 
Reiter Brody

This timely, comprehensive guide 
helps you minimize risk at every 
stage, from advertising a job 
opening and screening applicants ts 
through termination and exit 
procedures. Topics include: 
laws regulating advertising 
and recruiting; employment 
applications; the pre-employment t 
interview; background checks; 
pre-employment aptitude and intelligence tests; job 
offers and rejections; employment agreement clauses; 
termination for cause; layoffs; voluntary separations; exit 
interviews; and post-termination benefits.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #697ONL, isbN 9781588521590
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy697
Available at lexis.com.

Merit systems Protection board:  
Rights and Remedies
Robert G. Vaughn

This authoritative volume guides you in practicing before 
the Merit Systems Protection Board and helps you 
understand the intricacies of the Civil Service Reform Act. 
It describes the organization and structure of the Board 
and sets out the rules of practice before it, including 
the recovery of attorney’s fees and the enforcement 
of Board decisions. It also examines how substantive 
laws are applied by the Board, including: establishing 
standards and procedures for disciplining employees 
for unsatisfactory performance or for misconduct; 
overseeing reductions in force; and adjudicating 
retirement claims. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #589ONL, isbN 9781588520289
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy589
Available at lexis.com.

Practical guide to equal employment 
Opportunity 
Walter B. Connolly, Jr. and Michael J. Connolly

This book analyzes discrimination on the basis of race, 
religion, national origin, sex, age and disabilities. It also 
features EEO-compliance documents, including: model 
affirmative action plans; a sample EEO manual; EEO 
training programs; and checklists for affirmative action 
and evaluation of federal contractors. 

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #527ONL, isbN 9781588520012
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy527
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Practical guide to The Occupational safety  
and Health Act
Walter B. Connolly, Jr. and Donald R. Crowell II

This fully annotated volume provides comprehensive coverage 
from the points of view of employers, employees, the courts, 
and the agencies responsible for enforcement. It discusses 
subjects such as: the practical impact OSHA has on a business; 
how employers should respond to an OSHA inspection or 
enforcement proceeding; the right of employees to initiate and 
participate in inspections; appropriate challenges in rulemaking 
and adjudication proceedings; and analysis of the statute and 
regulations to ascertain the rights of all parties. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #578ONL, isbN 9781588520180
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy578
Available at lexis.com.

sex discrimination and sexual Harassment in 
the work Place
Lawrence Solotoff and Henry S. Kramer

Provides coverage of legal and practical problems from both 
employers’ and employees’ points of view. You’ll learn how 
employers can protect themselves against the numerous 
pitfalls that could result in litigation, what human resources 
professionals can do to develop policies and procedures to 
reduce the risk of liability and how attorneys for both sides can 
develop a winning trial strategy. It features analysis of current 
concerns, accompanied by tips, tricks and traps for plaintiffs’ and 
defendants’ counsel and human resource managers.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #625ONL, isbN 9781588520623
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy625
Available at lexis.com.

use of statistics in equal employment 
Opportunity Litigation
Walter B. Connolly, Jr., David W. Peterson and Michael J. Connolly

This book examines legal precedents for the use of statistics,
the plaintiff’s burden of establishing a prima facie case, and
statistical concepts. Featuring charts and diagrams, it includes
in-depth coverage of the hiring process; job assignment, transfer
and promotion; discipline and discharge; equal pay, wage
mobility and pay awards; and more. A special section analyzes
various models for detecting disparate treatment and evaluating
employer alternatives.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00553, isbN 9781588520067

verdictsearch® employment Law
You’ll be able to evaluate your employment cases and advise 
your client using hard data from verdicts and other dispositions of 
actual cases in state and federal courts. Cite these verdict values 
to your adversaries in settlement negotiations; and get a fast track 
to vital judicial and administrative rulings. The subscription also 
includes the VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #1285, issN 1931-4280

 LITIGATION 

Appellate Practice in federal and state Courts 
David M. Axelrad with Contributing Experts

From preserving issues for appeal to preparing winning motions, 
this book is packed with insights from skilled appellate lawyers on 
key considerations at every stage. It offers step-by-step guidance, 
providing valuable insights and strategic thinking on critical issues 
before, during and after an appeal. The book also examines the 
use of information technology in the appellate courts, such as 
electronic documents and briefs, with appendices surveying 
technology in use in state and federal appellate courts.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #712ONL, isbN 9781588521743
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy712

Calculating and Proving damages
Kristopher A. Boushie, Christopher H. Spadea and Martin F. Cunniff

Covering everything from back-of-
the envelope estimates to the use of 
complex financial models, this guide 
will help counsel for both plaintiffs and 
defendants calculate and prove damages es 
in various types of business litigation. 
Topics covered include: determining the 
types of damages available; models for 
computing damages; evidence-gathering 
techniques; damages in tort, contract, 
intellectual property, antitrust, securities 
and other types of cases; how to make complex models 
comprehensible to judges and juries; use of experts; and more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #708ONL, isbN 9781588521705
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy708
Available at lexis.com.

Class Actions: The Law of 50 states 
Thomas A. Dickerson

Offers an up-to-date step-by-step guide to identifying a 
potential class action; determining ex parte class certification; 
conducting pre-certification discovery; selecting a proper 
class representative; preparing pleadings and pre-certification 
motion papers; responding to motions and counterclaims; and 
more. This comprehensive resource analyzes advantages and 
disadvantages of noncash settlements and provides suggestions 
for avoiding problems with class counsel fees. Also featured 
is an explanation of settlement stipulations, aggregation and 
distribution of settlement coupons and cy pres settlements.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #606ONL, isbN 9781588520456
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy606
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electronic discovery
Brent E. Kidwell, Matthew M. Neumeier and Brian D. Hansen

Beginning with the basic rules governing discovery, this book discusses the legal and practical challenges involved in e-discovery, special 
evidentiary issues, when protective orders to limit electronic discovery may be issued and strategic considerations. It looks closely at 
“reasonableness” in the context of electronic discovery, email, messaging and other danger zones, document retention policies that can 
withstand scrutiny, and other essential topics. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #679ONL, isbN 9781588521323
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy679

federal false Claims Act and qui Tam Litigation
Joel M. Androphy

This book provides detailed, comprehensive coverage of the interests of all the participants in qui tam cases—the relator, the defendant 
corporation, federal and state governments, and the courts. It also provides state-of-the-art analysis of the latest cases and whistleblower 
statutes—federal, state and municipal. Each chapter concludes with detailed analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of significant cases for 
the relator, the defense, the government and the judiciary. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #681ONL, isbN 9781588521330
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy681
Available at lexis.com.

Litigation Management
Rachel Giesber Clingman and Contributing Authors

Topics covered include: in-house counsel’s views on costs, 
litigation risk, litigation manager standards, and the changing legal 
economy; plaintiff’s attorney’s strategies for case assessment, 
discovery and trial (because “knowing your enemy” can yield 
tangible benefits for defense counsel); multidistrict litigation; 
management of class actions; litigating against the federal 
government; jury selection and how juries think and work; 
arbitration; and more. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #704ONL, isbN 9781588521668
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy704
Available at lexis.com.

Modern visual evidence
Gregory P. Joseph

Shows you how to use—and limit—video, 
audiovisual and computer-generated 
evidence in tort, commercial and criminal 
cases, complex securities actions, 
antitrust cases, environmental suits, 
infringement actions and any action 
involving expert witnesses. It features 
discussions of: digital photography in 
the courtroom; the latest developments 
in the use of trial testimony by 
contemporaneous transmission between 
locations; ABA standards for electronic discovery as well as 
preserving and producing electronic information; admissibility of 
email content and other computer-generated evidence; and many 
other cutting-edge issues. The appendices, found on the CD-ROM, 
contain numerous interactive illustrations and textual information 
to help you prepare state-of-the-art exhibits. 

Ns 1 volume, loose-leaf with appendices on Cd-ROM, updated as needed,
Pub. #00588, isbN 9781588520272

verdictsearch® National
Published monthly, you will find in each issue: key experts and the 
cases in which they testified; award and settlement amounts for 
similar accidents and injuries; and the venue, judge, and attorneys 
that participated in each case. The subscription also includes the 
VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #1445, issN 1549-6058

winning Attorneys’ fees from the  
u.s. government
Joel P. Bennett

This practical guide explains federal fee-shifting statutes. It offers 
specific guidance on winning fees from the federal government 
under such statutes as the Equal Access to Justice Act; the 
Freedom of Information Act; the Civil Service Reform Act; the Civil 
Rights Laws; the Criminal Justice Act; and various environmental 
laws. The book covers eligibility requirements under the various 
acts, standards for recovery, roles of the administrative agencies, 
and computation of fees. Extensive appendices contain sample 
motions, affidavits, attorneys’ logs and more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #586ONL, isbN 9781588520258
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy586
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MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS & SPINOFFS 

Acquisitions under the Hart-scott-Rodino Antitrust improvements Act 
Stephen M. Axinn, Blaine V. Fogg, Neal R. Stoll, Bruce J. Prager and Joseph P. Nisa

This comprehensive guidebook leads you step-by-step through the premerger notification provisions and 
the myriad regulations surrounding the Act. It examines: jurisdictional requirements of the Act; exemptions 
from the Act’s coverage; notification and waiting-period procedures; preparation of the notification and 
report form; realistic compliance methods; and more. 

s 3 volumes, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated as needed, Pub. #00550, isbN 9781588521545

Advanced Private equity Term sheets and series A documents
Joseph W. Bartlett, Ross Barrett, Mike Butler and the VC Experts, Inc. Editorial Board 

This encyclopedic guide is packed with state-of-the-art analysis, forms and commentary, all designed to help 
you master the most crucial stages of the venture financing process.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #673ONL, isbN 9781588521200
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy673
Available at lexis.com.

Anatomy of a Merger: strategies and Techniques for Negotiating Corporate Acquisitions 
James C. Freund

This guide discusses handling a corporate acquisition negotiation successfully. Some of its guidance is geared toward effectuating workable 
compromises that satisfy the interests of all parties; some are aimed at getting a leg up on your adversaries. 

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #526ONL, isbN 9781588520005
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy526

business separation Transactions: spin-Offs, subsidiary iPOs and Tracking stock
Stephen I. Glover

Explains the objectives underlying these transactions, the techniques used and the consequences for all parties. You’ll find extensive 
discussion of management’s goals, the significance of stock market conditions, and the legal, tax and accounting issues involved in every 
scenario—plus sample agreements, registration statements and other helpful documents.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #667ONL, isbN 9781588521033
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy667
Available at lexis.com.

Negotiated Acquisitions of Companies, subsidiaries and divisions
Lou R. Kling and Eileen T. Nugent

This masterful resource includes analysis on structuring deals, negotiating agreements, identifying issues and solving the real problems that 
are likely to arise during an acquisition. The book is divided into several parts: planning transactions and advising boards; general and special 
provisions of the acquisitions agreement; and special topics, such as LBOs and troubled companies. 

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00617, isbN 9781588520562
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PERSONAL INJURY & PRODUCT LIABILITY 

drug and Medical device Product  
Liability deskbook
James M. Beck and Anthony Vale

This timely guide covers all 
aspects of litigation involving 
drugs, medical devices, vaccines accines 
and other FDA-regulated 
prescription products. Topics 
include detailed coverage of: 
warning-related claims and 
defenses; other information-
based theories; strict liability; 
FDA-related per se liability; 
preemption of common law 
tort claims by the Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act and FDA 
regulations; and many other important topics. The 
authors include practical coverage of “what a litigator 
needs to know about the FDA.” 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #674ONL, isbN 9781588521217
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy674

Preparation and Trial of Medical 
Malpractice Cases 
Richard E. Shandell and Patricia Smith, updated by  
Fredrick A. Schulman

Treats a case as a continuous process, from interviewing 
the client to closing argument. This book offers 
comprehensive coverage of the questions surrounding 
health maintenance organizations, including case law 
on the right to sue an HMO as well as its participating 
physicians. Also included are a sample Bill of Particulars, 
a sample jury charge and a list of websites to assist your 
medical research.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #564ONL, isbN 9781588520081
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy564

food safety Law
James F. Neale and Angela M. Spivey

Examines the entire administrative maze, with particular 
emphasis on the USDA and FDA. The authors analyze 
the legal and practical issues food safety attorneys face, 
from prevention and compliance to recalls and litigation 
after an outbreak. Topics covered include: inspections; 
detection of outbreaks; food safety threats; injurious 
objects in food; current good manufacturing practices; 
recall strategies; causes of action and defenses; proving 
causation; complex litigation; insurance coverage; labeling 
requirements; and the newest legal frontiers.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #706ONL, isbN 9781588521682
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy706
Available at lexis.com.

Product Liability 
John S. Allee, Theodore V.H. Mayer and Robb W. Patryk

Find comprehensive coverage of such matters as: the advantages and 
disadvantages of suits based on strict liability, negligence and breach of 
warranty; the use of state consumer protection statutes; the duty to warn 
and its innumerable ramifications; the liability of the manufacturers, retailers 
and other potential defendants in the distribution chain; successor liability; 
federal preemption of common law claims; and more. Product Liability also 
discusses pretrial and trial practice.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #587ONL, isbN 9781588520265
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy587
Available at lexis.com.

Product Liability: winning strategies and Techniques 
Richard J. Heafey and Don M. Kennedy

Drawing on the authors’ nearly 60 years of combined experience, this book 
provides hundreds of valuable ideas and tactics from the perspective of 
both plaintiffs’ and defendants’ counsel from the initial client interview 
through every step in building the case.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #630ONL, isbN 9781588520678
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy630
Available at lexis.com.

Products Liability: Recreation and sports equipment
Jeffrey D. Wittenberg

This timesaving reference includes coverage of: the duty to warn; 
strict liability and the implied warranty of merchantability; reckless or 
inappropriate use of a nondefective product; negligence; liability of 
component parts manufacturers and successor corporations; and use of 
expert testimony. It’s essential reading for litigators and those who represent 
or operate recreational facilities or market recreational equipment.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00591, isbN 9781588520302

verdictsearch® Medical Malpractice
Provides national coverage of significant medical malpractice verdicts and 
settlements. Each trial report includes detailed information you can use in 
preparing for your own cases—including venue, judges and attorneys, key 
experts, injuries, and verdict or settlement. Each case is indexed by county, 
court, topic, judge, expert and attorney(s). The subscription also includes 
the VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #2521

verdictsearch® Products Liability
Published monthly, this newsletter provides national coverage of significant 
products liability verdicts and settlements. Each trial report includes 
detailed information you can use in preparing for your own cases—including 
venue, judges and attorneys, key experts, injuries, and verdict or settlement. 
Each case is indexed by county, court, topic, judge, expert and attorney(s). 
The subscription also includes the VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #2522
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REAL ESTATE 

Negotiating and drafting Office Leases
John Busey Wood and Alan M. Di Sciullo

Offers a practical road map 
through the entire negotiation 
process. This book reviews the 
clauses of a typical complex 
modern lease in detail, with 
explanation and commentary, 
examining the legal, economic and 
financial accounting ramifications. 
Topics include: negotiating 
strategies and styles; pitfalls created 
by other agreements entered into 
by the parties to a lease; repairs and 
maintenance; assignments and subleases; environmental 
compliance and due diligence; electricity and utilities costs and 
issues; and many others.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated as needed, includes LjP 
online access*, Pub. #624ONL, isbN 9781588520616
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy624

Real estate financing
Brook Boyd

Features over 40 deal-specific forms and checklists, covering 
everything from complex loan workouts to simple residential 
closings. The book includes: checklists for loan modifications; 
wraparound mortgage loans; subordinations; loans secured by 
condos, co-ops and time shares; sale-leasebacks; contingent 
interests; securitizations; deeds in lieu and consensual 
foreclosures; participations; installment sales; sales of mortgage 
loans; and much more. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated as needed, includes LjP 
online access*, Pub. #639ONL, isbN 9781588520760
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy639

ReiTs: Mergers and Acquisitions 
David M. Einhorn, Adam O. Emmerich and Robin Panovka

Covering both fundamental and advanced issues, the authors 
discuss: structural considerations; directors’ duties; documenting 
the deal; financing, tax considerations; friendly and hostile 
transactions; defensive techniques and the processes for 
selling or taking REITs private. This book also provides essential 
discussion of how the customs of corporate and real estate 
transactions differ and how conflicts involving letters of intent, 
due diligence, exclusivity periods and contingencies to the deal 
can be resolved.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #685ONL, isbN 9781588521408
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy 685

 SECURITIES 

Attorney Liability After sarbanes-Oxley
Marc I. Steinberg

This important book explains the perils 
for lawyers in the wake of the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act of 2002 and provides expert 
guidance on the steps that can be 
taken to minimize them. Coverage 
includes: practical measures to prevent 
liability; “up-the-ladder” reporting; client 
identification; primary and secondary 
liability; conflicts of interest; and 
whistleblower complaints.

Ns 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00678, isbN 9781588521316

ferrara on insider Trading and The wall 
Ralph C. Ferrara, Donna M. Nagy and Herbert Thomas

This valuable book discusses the evolution of the law of 
insider trading and explores ways in which corporations 
can use compliance programs to deter wrongdoing, with 
particular attention to multi-service financial institutions. It also 
demonstrates how such firms can implement “Chinese Walls” 
and other procedural devices to prevent employees who acquire 
material nonpublic information from sharing it with employees 
who trade securities.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #632ONL, isbN 9781588520692
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy632
Available at lexis.com.

fund governance: Legal duties of investment 
Company directors 
Robert A. Robertson

Gives comprehensive, authoritative and practical treatment 
of the legal obligations of mutual fund and closed-end fund 
directors, the special duties of independent directors, and 
fund governance best practices. This treatise provides detailed 
coverage of a fund board’s legal duties under the federal 
securities laws and state corporate and trust law. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #663ONL, isbN 9781588521026
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy663

going Private 
Arthur M. Borden and Joel Yunis

Going Private offers pointers on structuring the transaction, 
preparing the proxy statement and Schedule 13E-3, and defining 
the roles of the board of directors and committees, independent 
directors, attorneys and financial advisors. In addition, it analyzes 
the entire fairness rule and shifting the burden of proof, state 
anti-takeover legislation, leveraged buyouts, fairness opinions, 
squeeze-outs, and more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #574ONL, isbN 9781588520159
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy574
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Leveraged buyouts 
Joseph W. Bartlett, Peter L. Korn, Jr., David J. Mittelstadt, Cathy L. Reese and Michael A. Rueda

Provides practical, in-depth answers to all your questions as well as model documents. This comprehensive guide explains each variety of 
LBO in detail—its rationale; the advantages and drawbacks of the available financing and tax structures; corporate governance and regulatory 
issues; and the many legal issues that arise along the way. Coverage includes everything from the simplest transactions to trophy deals.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #688ONL, isbN 9781588521446
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy688
Available at lexis.com.

Mutual funds: Law and Practice 
Walter Nagel

Offers a multi-faceted approach to its subject, covering the Investment Company Act of 1940 and other securities acts; regulation by the 
SEC, the states, and self-regulatory organizations; and best practices promulgated by trade groups. This book examines all aspects of fund 
structure, operations, marketing, financial disclosure, tax treatment, regulation, examination and enforcement.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #710ONL, isbN 9781588521712
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy710
Available at lexis.com.

Private equity funds:  
business structure and Operations 
James M. Schell, Kristine M. Koren and Pamela Lawrence Endreny

This practical guide gives attorneys, investment professionals, tax 
practitioners and corporate lawyers the tools and authoritative 
guidance they need to handle any aspect of a private investment 
fund. This book covers a wide range of important issues, such as: 
the key economic differences between various types of funds; 
structuring the private equity fund to meet economic expectations 
and investment goals; and much more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #651ONL, isbN 9781588520883
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy651
Available at lexis.com.

securities Practice and electronic Technology 
John R. Hewitt and James B. Carlson

Provides practical, hands-on guidance to the legal and regulatory 
developments spurred by the online revolution. You’ll get coverage 
of the impact on all major securities laws and regulations; plus step-
by-step advice on electronic delivery of information to investors; 
establishing corporate and broker-dealer websites; the use of 
electronic advertising and sales literature; and many other issues.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #647ONL, isbN 9781588520845
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy647

securities Regulation: Liabilities and Remedies
Marc I. Steinberg

This comprehensive volume helps you deal successfully with 
such matters as: disclosure of self-dealing; protecting confidential 
information; insider trading; “soft information”; bad financial news; 
merger negotiations; a company’s duty to update information; 
public and private offerings; the “fraud on the market” theory 
of reliance; shareholder remedies, including derivative suits; 
secondary liability; SEC enforcement; RICO; tender offer 
developments in the legislatures and the courts; going-private 
transactions; and more.

s 2 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #582ONL, isbN 9781588520210
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy582
Available at lexis.com.

securitizations: Legal and Regulatory issues
Patrick Dolan and C. VanLeer Davis III

Explains the benefits—and risks—of securitization, and the legal, tax, 
accounting and other issues involved. This book includes: detailed 
discussion of the assets that can be securitized; rating agency 
considerations; the legal structure of securitization transactions; 
tax consequences for issuers and investors; the effect of an 
issuer’s bankruptcy; contractual restrictions; regulatory concerns; 
cross-border and future-flow transactions; financial guaranty 
insurance; insurance securitizations; and securitization issues 
unique to specific foreign countries. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #654ONL, isbN 9781588520913
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy654

 SECURITIES continued
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Takeovers & freezeouts
Martin Lipton and Erica H. Steinberger

Addresses important developments 
concerning such topics as: Sarbanes-
Oxley; reducing vulnerability to hostile 
takeovers; specific responses to 
overtures and takeover bids; proxy 
fights and institutional activism; 
premerger notification under Hart-
Scott-Rodino; state regulation of tender 
offers; tax, accounting and ERISA 
considerations; antitrust issues; and 
takeovers and mergers in the banking 
industry. The authors provide extensive 
documentation on acquisition and 
defensive techniques.

s 7 volumes, loose-leaf, updated as needed, 
Pub. #00551, isbN 9781588520050

venture Capital: forms  
and Analysis
Daniel I. DeWolf and Jeremy Glaser

This step-by-step framework for 
structuring, drafting and closing a 
venture capital deal features in-depth 
analysis from the perspective of both 
the company and the investor, as well as 
the latest guidance on best practices in 
venture transactions. Coverage includes 
discussion and examples of letters of 
intent for equity-based and debt-based 
financing; due diligence requests and 
checklists; articles of incorporation 
for the venture-backed enterprise; 
convertible securities and anti-dilution 
provisions; and more.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, 
includes LjP online access*, Pub. #690ONL, 
isbN 9781588521484
Online access also sold separately, 
Pub. #ONLy690
Available at lexis.com.

 TAX 

federal Tax Litigation
Susan A. Berson

Written by a former litigator for the Tax Division of the Justice 
Department, this book offers an insider’s perspective on both 
the legal issues and practical considerations involved in handling 
a federal tax controversy. It presents a comprehensive approach 
to tax litigation, covering audit, appeal, problems resolution office, 
collection and subsequent judicial proceedings involving the 
Justice Department.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #664ONL, isbN 9781588521019
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy664

federal Taxation of intellectual Property Transfers
Joseph E. Olson

Bridges the gap between intellectual property law and tax law by explaining how to: achieve 
capital gains tax treatment for licensing agreements; deal with the “sale” requirements 
for capital gains taxation; qualify for safe harbors; and more. This tax-planner’s tool also 
discusses judicial and legislative developments as they relate to capital assets sold or 
exchanged and provides a full analysis of amortization deduction rules and recovery of 
acquisition costs.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00597, isbN 9781588520364

federal Taxation of Real estate
Allan J. Samansky and James Charles Smith

Offers practical guidance to help you uncover potential taxation problems, apply 
appropriate remedies and structure a transaction for maximum tax benefits. It examines 
fundamental and advanced aspects of deferring taxes and converting ordinary income 
to capital gain on real estate held for profit. It also looks closely at the tax treatment of 
property held for personal purposes.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00590, isbN 9781588520296

federal Taxation of s Corporations
Deborah H. Schenk

Examines topics such as which corporations can benefit from an S corporation election; 
how and when to file; the major corporate “events,” such as incorporation, distribution, 
redemption, reorganization and dissolution; and more. The book also features a detailed 
analysis of the regulations on eligibility requirements; a discussion of the passive activity 
rules; and a valuable chapter on financially distressed S corporations. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, Pub. #00594, isbN 9781588520333

state business Taxes 
Walter Nagel with Contributing Authors

Discusses the six types of state taxes affecting businesses: income, franchise, sales, use, 
property, and unclaimed property. It also addresses topics relevant to all types of taxation: 
audits, appeals and legal challenges. Whether you are computing your client’s state taxable 
income or litigating a commerce clause issue, this thorough and practical guide helps you 
master the rules and the exceptions.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #699ONL, isbN 9781588521613
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy699

COMiNg sOON!

Mexican Tax Law
Ns 1 volume, softbound, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576254967
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 TECHNOLOGY 

information security Law: Control of digital Assets
Mark G. Milone

Provides encyclopedic coverage of both the technologies used to protect a network and the laws and policies  
that bolster them. This book is filled with practical advice on all aspects of implementing effective internal controls; 
protecting user privacy; preventing computer crimes; leveraging intellectual property; and avoiding regulatory scrutiny.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #684ONL, isbN 9781588521392
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy684

information Technology Litigation: Law and Analysis 
Barry G. Felder, Frederick L. Whitmer and Jeffrey P. Weingart

This multidisciplinary guide focuses on legal issues relating to software, digital content and electronic data. The book examines fundamental 
and advanced aspects of litigation involving information technology. The authors discuss the pleading requirements, remedies and 
affirmative defenses for a wide variety of actions. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #691ONL, isbN 9781588521460
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy691

Privacy Law 
Charlene Brownlee and Blaze D. Waleski

Thoroughly explains the legal obligations and potential liability of those who work with and share private information. This book covers current 
law and emerging issues in depth, offering essential guidance on the privacy policies and practices organizations need to adopt to ensure 
compliance and the duty to notify employees and customers in the event of privacy breaches.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #686ONL, isbN 9781588521415
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy686

Representing High-Tech Companies 
Gary M. Lawrence and Carl Baranowski

Featuring more than 65 forms and checklists, and a remarkable high-tech glossary of industry terms, phrases and acronyms, this one-of-
a-kind book was designed to help you handle the whole range of legal issues. Topics include: financing and documenting joint ventures and 
early-stage strategic partnerships; devising workable nondisclosure agreements; managing an intellectual property portfolio; and many other 
“hot button” legal issues facing technology-driven businesses. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf with forms on Cd-ROM, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #648ONL, isbN 9781588520852
Online access also sold separately, Pub. #ONLy648
Available at lexis.com.

ORdeR TOdAy! 
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REGIONAL TITLES

Metro verdicts Monthly:  
d.C., Maryland, virginia
VerdictSearch®

Use these reports for the latest civil 
verdicts and settlements throughout 
the District of Columbia, Maryland, and 
Northern Virginia. In each issue you will 
find exclusive information on 30 to 40 
new cases, indexed for quick access to 
Experts, Injuries, Attorneys, Defendants, 
Jurisdiction and Judge. The subscription 
also includes the VerdictSearch® Alert 
email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, includes 
verdictsearch® online access†, Pub. #LNALM, 
issN 1046-9044

The verdict Reporter:  
Massachusetts, Connecticut, 
Rhode island
VerdictSearch®

Receive the latest civil verdicts and 
settlements throughout Massachusetts, 
Connecticut and Rhode Island. In each 
issue you will find exclusive information 
on 30 to 40 new cases, indexed for quick 
access to Experts, Injuries, Attorneys, 
Defendants, Jurisdiction and Judge.  
The subscription also includes the 
VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, includes 
verdictsearch® online access†, Pub. #LNALM, 
issN 1050-852x

The Carolina verdict Reporter 
VerdictSearch®

The editors of The Carolina Verdict 
Reporter provide reliable reports on 
the latest civil verdicts and settlements 
throughout North and South Carolina. 
In each issue you will find exclusive 
information on 30 to 40 new cases, 
indexed for quick access to Experts, 
Injuries, Attorneys, Defendants, 
Jurisdiction and Judge. The subscription 
also includes the VerdictSearch® Alert 
email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, includes 
verdictsearch® online access†, Pub. #LNALM

 CALIFORNIA 

A Criminal waste of Time
William W. Bedsworth

With over 17 years on the bench, the author, a California Appellate Court 
Judge (4th District), has seen it all, and this collection of more than 30 of 
his favorite columns is sure to convince you that truth really can be stranger 
than fiction. 

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #LNALM

O’brien’s evaluator
VerdictSearch

This is your key to Southern California verdicts, including personal injury, 
liability, employment issues and more. Indexed by case numbers, cases, 
courts and judges, defense attorneys, facts, injuries (including demands and 
offers), medical experts, plaintiff attorneys, and technical experts. You can 
quickly find the value of injuries and what a case is worth, the “track record” 
of specific experts, the outcome of cases similar to yours that went to trial, 
plus a concise report of case facts. 

Ns 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576254547

verdictsearch® California
Delivers the latest civil verdict and settlement 
reports statewide. In each issue you will find: key 
experts and the cases in which they testified; award 
and settlement amount for similar accidents and 
injuries; and the venue; judge and attorneys that 
participated in each case. The subscription also 
includes the VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 48 issues per year, Pub. #LNALM, 
issN 1545-1984

 CONNECTICUT 

Connecticut Appellate 
Practice and Procedure,  
3rd edition
Eliot D. Prescott and Colin C. Tait

In 1996 the Connecticut appellate 
courts extensively reviewed all 
appellate rules and adopted 
major revisions. This third edition 
integrates and updates all 
significant changes in statutes, 
case law, rules and procedure 
since that time. It includes a detailed Table of Contents 
as well as a comprehensive Index and Table of Cases at 
the back of the book referenced by section number.

s 1 volume, hardbound, includes LjP online access*, Pub. #LNALM, 
isbN 091005181x

Connecticut foreclosures, 5th edition
Geoffrey K. Milne and Denis R. Caron

Chapters delve into proof-of-debt and computer-
record issues; truth-in-lending; the secondary 
mortgage market; and defenses to foreclosure adding 
to the wealth of information included in this edition.

Ns 2 volumes, hardbound, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 0910051291

Jurisdictional Resources
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Connecticut Labor & employment Law,  
3rd edition
Peter Janus

This definitive guide to labor and employment law in Connecticut 
covers the breadth and width of workplace law issues. An extensive 
table of contents and a full index help you find key issues such 
as the rules governing drug testing of potential employees to the 
enforcement of The Federal Family and Medical Leave Act.

s 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 091005044

Connecticut Landlord and Tenant Law  
with forms
Noble Allen

This book covers the legal relationship between tenants and 
landlords, both in commercial and residential settings. It has been 
prepared as a desktop reference, with case law and statutory 
mandates, and includes model forms for housing court and other 
landlord-tenant civil litigation. 

s 1 volume, hardbound, includes Cd-ROM, updated twice per year, 
Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576253199

Connecticut Medical Malpractice Law
Frank Santoro, Calum Anderson and Joyce Lagnese

This is the “go-to” reference book for all Connecticut medical 
malpractice litigators. This treatise provides a balanced offering for 
use by both the plaintiff and the defense bar alike.

s 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 978576252420

directory of Connecticut  
in-House Counsel
Connecticut Law Tribune®

Annually updated each October, this 
Directory includes over 1,000 attorneys 
employed by corporations located in 
Connecticut.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, updated annually, 
Pub. #LNALM, issN 0198-0289

encyclopedia of  
Connecticut Causes of Action
Michael Taylor and Daniel Krisch

This single volume desk reference compiles, outlines and indexes 
all theories of recovery under Connecticut law. Organized into 
three sections: common law actions, statutory actions and 
administrative appeals, it also contains relevant statutes of 
limitation, and requisites for recovering attorneys’ fees. The 
desk book contains notes on applicable procedure and rules, an 
extensive common-word index, and tables of cases and statutes.

s 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576253625

Library of Connecticut Civil Complaints for 
business Litigation—volume i
A publication of the Connecticut Law Tribune

A comprehensive library of over 100 model complaints created, 
tested and honed by attorney-experts in multiple litigation  
practice areas. In addition, each section contains practice tips  
and checklists unique to the practice area.

s 1 volume, softbound, includes Cd-ROM, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576254196

Library of Connecticut Civil Complaints for 
business Litigation—volumes i & ii
A publication of the Connecticut Law Tribune

A comprehensive library of over 200 model complaints created, 
tested and honed by attorney-experts in multiple litigation  
practice areas. In addition, each section contains practice tips  
and checklists unique to the practice area.

s 2 volumes, softbound, includes Cd-ROM, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576254196; 
9781576254198

Library of Connecticut Collection Law forms
Robert M. Singer

Every civil litigator has a client who needs to collect money or 
resist collection efforts. Whether you handle one or hundreds 
of collection matters, you’ll want the wide array of model forms 
Robert Singer has assembled from his expansive practice. Each 
chapter of the book is preceded by a commentary section, with 
practical advice on how, when, where and why the forms are filed.

s 1 volume, softbound, includes Cd-ROM, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576253916

Library of Connecticut employment Law forms
Joseph D. Garrison

This comprehensive set of over 140 forms used for every aspect 
of an employment matter are efficiently divided into those used in 
federal court; those used in state court; and CHRO forms, which 
are used in both state and federal court.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, includes Cd-ROM and LjP online access*, 
Pub. #qbkeMP11, isbN 9781576254769

Library of Connecticut family Law forms
Tomas D. Colin

Tap into a comprehensive library of 260+ model forms in matters 
of separation, divorce, child custody, visitation and domestic 
violence. Find a wide variety of forms from initial summons through 
ADR, trial and relief. 

s 1 volume, softbound, includes Cd-ROM, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576253182

Library of Connecticut Personal injury forms
Joshua D. Koskoff

Includes over 175 model forms for all types of personal injury cases.
s 1 volume, softbound, includes Cd-ROM, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 978576252826

 CONNECTICUT continued
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DELAWARE

Delaware Business Court Insider
Provides the latest news, analysis, case summaries and hard-hitting reporting on the most important 
developments in Delaware corporate law.

NS E-newsletter, 52 issues per year, Pub. #LNALM 

FLORIDA

Judicial Practices Survey
A publication of the Daily Business Review®

This publication tells you what you need to know about the judges’ 
courtroom procedures and calendars.

NS 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #LNALM

VerdictSearch® Florida
Get the latest civil verdict and settlement reports statewide. Each 
issue includes key experts and the cases in which they testified, 
award and settlement amount for similar accidents and injuries, 
and the venue, judge and attorneys that participated in each case. 
The subscription also includes the VerdictSearch® Alert email 
newsletter.

NS Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #LNALM

GEORGIA

georgia Legal Malpractice Law
J. Randolph Evans and Shari L. Klevens

A definitive resource for Georgia lawyers, with tips on structuring a 
law firm and offering myriad guidance from preventative steps to 
defenses when faced with a legal malpractice claim. 

NS 1 volume, hardbound, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #gAML, ISBN 9781576254783

Library of georgia Family Law Forms
Randall M. Kessler

More than 235 practice-oriented forms and sample letters from the 
library of Atlanta domestic relations boutique Kessler & Solomiany 
LLC. 

NS 1 volume, hardbound with CD-ROM, includes LJP online access*, 
Pub. #gFLF, ISBN 9781576254516

Library of georgia Personal 
Injury Forms
Michael L. Goldberg

Nearly 250 practice-oriented forms and 
sample letters from the library of plaintiffs’ 
personal injury boutique Fried Rogers 
Goldberg LLC.

NS 1 volume, hardbound with CD-ROM, includes LJP 
online access*, Pub. #gPIF, ISBN 9781576254509

The georgia Trial Reporter 
VerdictSearch®

Read the latest civil verdicts and settlements throughout the state. 
In each issue you will find exclusive information on 30 to 40 new 
cases, indexed for quick access to Experts, Injuries, Attorneys, 
Defendants, Jurisdiction and Judge. The subscription also includes 
the VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

NS Newsletter, 12 issues per year, includes VerdictSearch® online access†, 
Pub. #LNALM, ISSN 1040-3566

MICHIGAN

The Michigan Trial Reporter
VerdictSearch®

The editors of The Michigan Trial Reporter provide reliable reports on the latest civil verdicts and settlements throughout the state. In 
each issue you will find exclusive information on 30 to 40 new cases, indexed for quick access to Experts, Injuries, Attorneys, Defendants, 
Jurisdiction and Judge. The subscription also includes the VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

NS Newsletter, 12 issues per year, includes VerdictSearch® online access†, Pub. #LNALM, ISSN 0899-904X
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NEW JERSEY 

directory of New jersey in-House Counsel
A publication of the New Jersey Law Journal

Annually updated each June, this Directory lists over 1,800 
attorneys employed by corporations located in New Jersey.

Ns 1 volume, loose-leaf, updated annually, Pub. #LNALM, issN 0028-5803

encyclopedia of New jersey 
Causes of Action
John J. Bannan

This quick desk reference is a great starting 
point for analysis of any new matter or 
unfamiliar subjects. The essential elements 
of more than 650 causes of action are 
laid out and traced to the leading case or 
statutory section. Each cause of action is 
listed alphabetically with an extensive words-ds-
and-phrase index to guide the reader.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, includes Cd-ROM, updated annually, 
Pub. #LNALM, isbN 978157654554

integrated New jersey Procedure and evidence 
Andrew J. Kyreakakis

Presents strategies for maximum success in court by examining all 
rules and law regarding the use of evidence. 

Ns 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #Njevi, isbN 9781576254578

Library of New jersey Civil Complaint forms
A publication of the New Jersey Law Journal

Includes a comprehensive library of over 120 complaints covering 
Employment Law, Commercial Litigation, Consumer Fraud, 
Environmental Law, Family Law, Insurance, Real Estate and Tort 
Law. In addition, each section contains practice tips, checklists and 
information unique to the practice area.

Ns 1 volume, softbound with Cd-ROM, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576253748

Library of New jersey Collection Law forms
Gerard J. Felt

Every civil litigator has a client who needs to collect money or
resist collection efforts. Whether you handle one or hundreds
of collection matters, you’ll want the wide array of sample
documents Gerard Felt has assembled from his expansive
practice. In addition to supplying all the forms you need, each
chapter of the book is preceded by advice on how, when, where
and why the forms are filed.

Ns 1 volume, softbound with Cd-ROM, isbN 9781576253342

Library of New jersey Personal injury forms
Eric G. Kahn

Prosecute your personal injury matter from start to finish using over 
325 forms. The CD-ROM includes forms from handling new client/
initial intake to post-trial documents. 

Ns 1 volume, softbound with Cd-ROM, isbN 9781576252701

New jersey bankruptcy Rules Annotated
Henry M. Karwowski

This guide to the rules governing bankruptcy practice and 
procedure is an essential resource. With each rule you will find 
a comprehensive comment section addressing the statutes, 
rules and forms relating to the rule, and case law interpreting and 
applying the rule. The book also contains the Local Rules of the 
United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of New Jersey,  
the General Orders of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District  
of New Jersey and more.

Ns 1 volume, softbound with Cd-ROM, updated annually, 
Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576253649

New jersey bar exam questions and  
sample Answers
A publication of the New Jersey Law Journal

Begin preparation for the bar exam today by reviewing 19 years 
of essay questions and passing answers, as published in special 
sections of the New Jersey Law Journal.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, issN 0028-5803

New jersey business Litigation
Paul A. Rowe

Covers the panoply of subjects about which businesses litigate. 
s 1 volume, hardbound, isbN 9781576254721

New jersey Code of Criminal justice:  
A Practical guide
Kenneth Del Vecchio

Deciphers and explains the criminal statutes to law enforcement
personnel, lawyers and lay people. The book makes the criminal
code more accessible with fact patterns and a common-word index.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, isbN 9781576252314

Test Prep guide to New jersey Code of  
Criminal justice
Kenneth Del Vecchio

This study companion to New Jersey Code of Criminal Justice 
addresses the questions that relate to the fact patterns and 
practical applications in the text, giving the student a coordinated, 
organized approach to studying. 

Ns 1 volume, softbound, isbN 9781576252321

New jersey Consumer fraud Act & forms
Paul DePetris

Provides consumers and business operators with rules and 
regulations of legal business practices. This analysis of the 
conflicting case law surrounding the Act includes a guide to 
assessing and filing a claim in Superior Court for relief under  
the Act. 

Ns 1 volume, softbound with Cd-ROM, updated annually, 
Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576254608
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New jersey employment Law
Rosemary Alito

Chapter contents include employment 
contracts (including employee handbooks, 
informal policies, restrictive covenants); 
public policy claims; workplace torts;  
New Jersey Law Against Discrimination  
and other employment discrimination laws; 
privacy rights; state Family and Medical 
Leave Act; health and safety; wage and hour; 
unemployment compensation; temporary 
disability; insurance coverage; and successor liability.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, isbN 9781576254561

New jersey estate Litigation
Paul F. Cullum III and Michael R. Griffinger

Provides much-needed information on probate litigation in  
New Jersey. 

s 1 volume, hardbound, isbN 9781576254738

New jersey federal Civil Procedure
Elizabeth J. Sher and Robert E. Bartkus

Whether you go to federal court once a month or once a year, this 
is the perfect resource for you. 

s 1 volume, softbound, published annually, isbN 9781576254615

New jersey foreclosure Law & Practice
Scott T. Tross

An essential resource for those representing banks, mortgage 
companies, municipalities, condominium and homeowner 
associations, investors, as well as debtors. 

Ns 1 volume, softbound with Cd-ROM, published annually, 
Pub. #LNALM, isbN 1576251179

New jersey insurance Law
George J. Kenny and Frank A. Lattal

Povides comprehensive, accurate and in-depth information about 
insurance policies, issues and law in New Jersey. 

s 1 volume, softbound, published annually, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 1879590522

New jersey Law journal 2011 Legal Almanac
A publication of the New Jersey Law Journal

As the premier reference guide to the state’s legal community,  
this book features Largest Law Firms; Large Verdicts and 
Settlements; Most Requested Opinions; Prosecutors’ Offices; 
Public Defenders’ Offices: Public Interest Law Firms; Law School 
Statistics; Corporate Legal Departments; Mergers and Acquisitions; 
Lawyer Demographics; and more.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, published annually, issN 0028-5803

New jersey Law journal guides to the  
New jersey judiciary
A publication of the New Jersey Law Journal

A series examining the people who comprise the New Jersey Bench.
Includes: 2009 Guide to the Superior Court Trial Judges; 2008
Guide to the New Jersey Federal Judiciary; 2004 Guide to the
New Jersey Supreme Court; 2002 Guide to the Appellate Division.

Ns 4 volumes, softbound, issN 0028-5803

New jersey Law of Personal injury with the  
Model jury Charges
Donald A. DiGioia and James Hely

Analyzes the leading personal injury cases and follows with the 
full text of the relevant Supreme Court-sanctioned model jury 
charges. This novel organization allows the trial or appellate lawyer 
to evaluate, prosecute, defend and try any tort case by focusing on 
the language the judge will use to instruct the jury.

s 1 volume, softbound, published annually, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576254035

New jersey Local government deskbook
Thomas P. Scrivo

Published in cooperation with the New 
Jersey State League of Municipalities, 
this plain-language handbook organizes 
and updates a town’s procedural and 
regulatory obligations, walking the reader 
through: Open Meetings; Public Access to 
Government Records; Powers of Municipal 
Officials; Autonomous Departments and 
Agencies; Municipal Ethics; Procurement, 
Public Bidding; and much more.

s 1 volume, softbound, published annually, 
isbN 9781576254646

COMiNg sOON!

New jersey employment Law forms
Ns 1 volume, softbound, updated as needed, includes LjP online access*, 

Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576255445

New jersey Real estate brokerage Law
Barry S. Goodman

Covers all of the essential areas that attorneys and real estate 
licensees must understand in order to navigate the explosive 
minefield of real estate brokerage law. The book covers everything 
readers need to know concerning procedural issues as well as the 
disclosures that real estate licensees are required to make, the 
requirements of the Real Estate Commission concerning contracts 
of sale and leases that real estate licensees prepare, and the 
advertising rules that govern real estate licensees. 

Ns 1 volume, softbound, published annually, isbN 9781576254653

NEW JERSEY continued
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New jersey Tax Handbook
Susan Dromsky-Reed, Margaret Wilson,  
Alan Rubin, Jeffrey D. Gordon,  
Robert F. Connolly and Stacy S. Cohen

Provides a quick, no-nonsense 
primer on the taxes and the law, with 
useful examples and helpful insights. 
Citations to significant court decisions 
and statutes are provided, giving 
practitioners the tools they need to  
get a full picture of the many nuances  
to the various taxes.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, published annually, 
Pub. #LNALM, Catalog #NjTx12, isbN 1576251144

verdictsearch® New jersey
Covers verdict and settlement 
information throughout New Jersey, 
including case value, jury and expert 
witness information. Case reports 
cover a broad range of areas including 
personal injury, employment and 
workplace, medical malpractice, 
premises liability, animal bite, motor 
vehicle and products liability. Each 
report provides a wealth of important 
detail: verdict, case name and number, 
plaintiff and defense counsel, facts 
and allegations, injuries and damages, 
insurers, post-trial developments and 
more. The subscription also includes the 
VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #LNALM

NEW YORK 

encyclopedia of New york Causes of Action: 
elements and defenses
Ernest Badway

This is a quick starting point for virtually any civil case containing New 
York civil actions, legal principles and defenses. The book compiles, 
outlines and indexes theories of recovery under New York law. 

s 1 volume, softbound, published annually, Pub. #NyCOA, isbN 9781576254554

Library of New york Plaintiff’s  
Personal injury forms
Lawrence M. Simon

This book with CD-ROM including over 325 forms covers initial intake forms, client letters, 
pre-suit forms, sample complaints, discovery and litigation documents, motions, trial 
documents, settlement, and appeal documents.

Ns 1 volume, softbound with Cd-ROM, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781576253137

New york Civil Motion Citator
James K. O’Sullivan

Provides a thorough analysis of the most recent decisions in civil practice and puts relevant 
case law right at your fingertips. Speed up your motion preparations by utilizing the tabbed 
chapters and keyword columns.

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, includes the current Citator main edition plus one supplemental update, Pub. #1149

New york Civil Practice Law and Rules with decisions of interest 
from the New york Law journal
A publication of the New York Law Journal

This practical, portable paperback brings you the full text of the New York Civil Practice
Law and Rules, along with digests of hundreds of relevant “Decisions of Interest.” This
up-to-date, affordable reference includes quick-finding aids and URLs of full decisions
on NYLJ.com. 

Ns 1 volume, softbound, published annually, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781588521552

New york Criminal Case Citator
Steven A. Hovani, Esq.

Provides a thorough analysis of the most recent decisions in criminal practice and puts 
relevant case law right at your fingertips. Use the famous “grab-for-the-tab” method for 
swift and thorough legal research.

Ns 1 volume, loose-leaf, includes the current Citator main edition plus one supplemental update, Pub. #1151

New york estates and surrogate’s Court Law with decisions of 
interest and Columns from the New york Law journal
A publication of the New York Law Journal

Includes the full text of the New York Estates Powers & Trusts and Surrogate’s Court 
Procedure Law; digests of hundreds of cases interpreting key sections of the law, and a 
compilation of relevant estates practice articles. 

Ns 1 volume, softbound, published annually, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781588521576
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verdictsearch® New york judicial Review  
of damages
This appellate companion to VerdictSearch® New York unlocks 
the mystery by providing details that the appellate courts so often 
leave out, such as the plaintiff’s age and occupation, family status, 
and most of all, details on the injury. Each issue includes a digest, 
index and cumulative Quick Injury Valuator.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, Pub. #1148

New york Law journal judicial guide
A publication of the New York Law Journal

Tells you everything you need to know about your judge in a single, 
practical, paperback volume. It includes essential information 
about New York metropolitan-area State Supreme Court and 
appellate judges; Federal District and Circuit Court judges; 
procedural rules of the State and Federal Courts; forms; and more, 
all to help you avoid missteps and formulate a winning trial strategy.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, published annually, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781588521583

New york Matrimonial Case Citator
Paul Hensley

This is a comprehensive source of current procedural and
substantive case law bound in a single volume.

Ns 1 volume, loose-leaf, includes the current Citator main edition plus one 
supplemental update, Pub. #1152

New york Real Property Law with decisions  
of interest and Columns from the New york  
Law journal
A publication of the New York Law Journal

This practical, portable paperback brings you law, case digests,
and commentary by experts—all in one place! It includes the full
text of the New York Real Property Actions and Proceedings and
the Real Property Law; digests of hundreds of cases interpreting
key sections of the law; and a compilation of relevant real property
law articles.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, published annually, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781588521569

New york Tort Citator
James K. O’Sullivan

Gain quick access to the substantive law of New York tort law, 
including negligence and intentional torts. The tabbed chapters 
include right-column keyword listings, left-column summaries, 
quick indexes for each chapter, and complete index. 

s 1 volume, loose-leaf, includes the current Citator main edition plus one 
supplemental update, Pub. #1153

verdictsearch® New york
Forty-eight times a year, this newsletter 
publishes summaries of civil trials in  
New York State, including procedural data, 
attorneys, experts, judges, and details 
about the facts of the case including both 
liability and damages. In addition, each 
issue is indexed. As well as jury verdicts, 
VerdictSearch® New York includes:

• New York State Court of Claims cases 
• Arbitrations and mediations 
• Settlements 
• Medical illustrations 
• Glossary of medical terms.

The subscription also includes the VerdictSearch® Alert  
email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 48 issues per year, issN 1545-0635

 OHIO 

The Ohio Trial Reporter
VerdictSearch®

Get the latest civil verdicts and settlements throughout the state. 
In each issue you will find exclusive information on 30 to 40 new 
cases, indexed for quick access to Experts, Injuries, Attorneys, 
Defendants, Jurisdiction and Judge. The subscription also includes 
the VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 12 issues per year, includes verdictsearch® online access†, 
Pub. #LNALM, issN 0899-9031
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 PENNSYLVANIA 

Allegheny and westmoreland County Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer®

With comprehensive coverage of newly adopted, amended and rescinded rules in Allegheny and Westmoreland 
counties, this book also includes contact information for each county’s courts, common pleas court judges and court 
officers; sections containing forms cross-referenced with the corresponding rules; and reviews of recent and historical 
administrative orders.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound with Cd-ROM, published annually, Pub. #ALLe12, isbN 1577862066

bucks County Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Provides the most current and comprehensive coverage of newly adopted, amended and rescinded rules in the county. Rules are provided 
for Civil and Family, Criminal, District Justice and Orphans divisions followed by an index for each section, as well as an extensive directory of 
court officials and staff plus forms for each section.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound with Cd-ROM, published annually, Pub. #buCks11, isbN 1577863135

Chester County Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Presents the tools to help you prepare before and during trial. This edition includes Civil, Criminal, Juvenile, Family, Orphans and District 
Justice rules as well as vital contact information for judges, courthouse personnel, and county and bar officers.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound with Cd-ROM, published annually, Pub. #CHes12, isbN 1577861663

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Includes changes to existing rules and brand new rules throughout 
the book.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, published annually, Pub. #PAsT12, isbN 1577863038

delaware County Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Each edition encompasses Civil, Criminal, Juvenile, Family, Orphans 
and District Justice rules, and contains vital contact information 
for judges, courthouse personnel, and county and bar officers. It is 
accompanied by the Delaware County Practice Primer, written by 
the Delaware County Bar Association, providing a quick and easy 
reference about practicing law in Delaware County.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound with Cd-ROM, published annually, 
Pub. #deLA12, isbN 1577862643 

Lackawanna/Luzerne County Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Receive the most current and comprehensive coverage of newly 
adopted, amended and rescinded rules in the county. Rules are 
provided for Civil and Family, Criminal, District Justice and Orphans 
divisions followed by an index for each section, an extensive 
directory of court officials and staff, and forms for each section.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound with Cd-ROM, published annually, 
Pub. #LACk11, isbN 1577862198

Lancaster/berks County Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Offers the reader the most current and comprehensive coverage 
of newly adopted, amended and rescinded rules in each county, 
along with editor’s notes and comments. Rules are provided for 
Civil and Family, Criminal, Juvenile and Orphans divisions followed 
by an index for each section, an extensive directory of court 
officials and staff, and forms for each section with a companion 
CD-ROM of writable forms.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound with Cd-ROM, published annually, 
Pub. #LANC11, isbN 1577863526 

Montgomery County Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Review the most current and comprehensive coverage of newly 
adopted, amended and rescinded rules in the county, along with 
editors notes and comments. Rules are provided for Civil and 
Family, Criminal, Juvenile and Orphans divisions preceded by an 
index for each section, as well as an extensive Directory of Court 
Officials and staff, and forms for each section.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound with Cd-ROM, published annually, 
Pub. #MONT12, isbN 1577862783 

Philadelphia County Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Access the most current and comprehensive coverage of newly 
adopted, amended and receinded rules in the county, along with 
editor’s notes and comments. Rules are provided for Civil and 
Family, Criminal, Juvenile and Orphans’ divisions followed by an 
index for each section, as well as an extensive directory of court 
officials and staff and forms for each secton.

Ns 1 volume, softbound with Cd-ROM, published annually, 
Pub. #PHiL11, isbN 9781557864018
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insurance bad faith in Pennsylvania, 11th edition
Richard L. McMonigle

This clearly written, straightforward volume examines every 
important issue relating to bad faith lawsuits under Pennsylvania’s 
common law and under S8371—Pennsylvania’s “Bad Faith Statute.” 

Ns 1 volume, loose-leaf, Pub. #bAdf11

Library of Pennsylvania family Law forms
Joseph S. Brittan

This comprehensive forms library contains a printed version of 
hundreds of model forms in matters of separation, divorce, child 
custody, visitation and domestic violence. It is organized to bring 
you through your case from initial summons to ADR, trial and relief.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #PAfAM11

Library of Pennsylvania Personal injury forms
Joel Feldman, Michael L. Barbiero and Amber Racine

This forms book concentrates on the 10 most litigious counties 
in Pennsylvania: Philadelphia, Delaware, Chester, Bucks, York, 
Montgomery, Allegheny, Luzerne, Westmoreland and Berks.  
It contains hundreds of pages of forms and the information  
you need to prosecute your case from beginning to end.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #LPif12, isbN 9781577863373

Pennsylvania Causes of Action 
Ronald J Shaffer, J. Peter Shindel Jr., Joel Feldman and Gaetan J. Alfano

This single volume paperback and companion CD-ROM serve  
as a quick starting point for any case containing Pennsylvania  
civil actions.

Ns 1 volume, softbound with Cd-ROM, Pub. #LNALM, isbN 9781577864257

Pennsylvania judicial directory & County 
Courthouse guide
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

You’ll find detailed biographical profiles and current statistical 
information on every federal, state and county court judge; district 
judges; magistrates; and administrative law judges throughout the 
Commonwealth.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, published annually, Pub. #judd12, isbN 9781577863909

Pennsylvania Legal Research 
Handbook
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

A Pennsylvania-specific guide for legal 
research methods, programs and existing 
resources to legal information. 

Ns 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #LNALM, 
isbN 9781577862864

Pennsylvania Orphans’ Court Rules
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Supplies readers with the most current and comprehensive 
coverage of newly adopted, amended and rescinded rules for 20 
counties and the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. Each section is 
followed by a forms section and an index along with editor’s notes 
and comments.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, Pub. #ORPH12, isbN 9781557862430

The Legal intelligencer’s Law firm directory
A publication of The Legal Intelligencer

Listed by law firm and practice area, the directory lists decision 
makers, managing partners and practice group leaders for 
Philadelphia, eight suburban counties, all of Delaware, and 
Southern and Central New Jersey.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, published annually, Pub. #Lfd12

Pennsylvania Tax Handbook
Howard R. Sklaroff and Robert R. Van Gulick

Provides coverage of the latest developments in all aspects of 
Pennsylvania state taxes, as well as laws and regulations exclusive 
to Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. It lists tax law changes and explains, 
interprets and provides application instruction.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, published annually, Pub. #PATx12, isbN 9781557862430

verdictsearch® Pennsylvania
Case reports cover a broad range  
of areas including personal injury, 
employment and workplace, medical
malpractice, premises liability, animal
bite, motor vehicle and products liability. 
And, each report provides a wealth of 
important detail: verdict, case name and 
number; plaintiff and defense counsel;
facts and allegations; injuries and 
damages; insurers, post-trial developments and more.
The subscription also includes the VerdictSearch® Alert  
email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 48 issues per year, Pub. #LNALM
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dallas County bench book
A publication of the Texas Lawyer®

With more new and updated judge questionnaires, the book contains procedures and forms for local, state and 
federal courts in Dallas, Collin, Denton, Johnson and Kaufman counties, including the U.S. Northern District of Texas. 
Since this edition is a joint project of Texas Lawyer and the Dallas Bar Association, it is produced with the Dallas legal 
community in mind.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, published annually, Pub. #dALL11, isbN 9781576254431

directory of Corporate Counsel—Texas
A publication of the Texas Lawyer

The Directory includes contact information on nearly 2,300 in-house attorneys from more than 700 Texas companies. It lists the names, 
titles, addresses, and phone and fax numbers of general counsel and other in-house counsel in alphabetical order by company. Outside 
counsel are also included. The information is indexed by company, attorney and outside counsel. 

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, published annually, Pub. #CCdR11, isbN 9781576254424

Harris County bench book—A Local Practice guide
A publication of the Texas Lawyer

This book contains procedures and forms for local, state and federal courts in Harris County with contributions from Brazoria, Chambers, 
Fort Bend, Galveston, Jefferson, Liberty and Montgomery counties. This Bench Book is a joint project of Texas Lawyer, the Houston  
Young Lawyers Association and the Houston Bar Association.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, published annually, Pub. #HARR11, isbN 9781576254387

How to Recover Attorneys’ fees in Texas
Trey Cox and Jason Dennis

A step-by-step guide for practicing attorneys to help them win and defeat attorneys’ fees claims at trial.
Ns 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #fees11, isbN 9781576254356

Maslanka’s field guide to the Americans with disabilities Act and its Amendments
Michael P. Maslanka

Provides employment law practitioners with clarity on the most recent developments for the ADA Amendments Act and facilitates a better
understanding of reasonable accommodation claims; how the new EEOC regulations to the ADAAA greatly expand the number of disabled
employees; how to prosecute and defend cases in a post-ADAAA environment; why a “regarded as” claim is now the most dangerous claim
and many more topics.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #TxAdA11, isbN 9781576254455

Maslanka’s field guide to the fair Labor standards Act
Michael P. Maslanka

Helps bring clarity to the most recent developments under the FLSA’s exemption regulations and delivers the latest Texas courts decision 
as well as analysis on: retaliation claims; favorable court decisions on liability; and damages. And the Guide clarifies how to prosecute and 
defend these claims: the motor carrier exemption for truck drivers; the computer professional exemption; the outside sales rep exemption; 
the twists and turns of jurisdictional issues; affirmative defenses; and much more.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #fLsA11, isbN 9781576254462

Maslanka’s field guide to the family & Medical Leave Act
Michael P. Maslanka

With an emphasis on Fifth Circuit and Texas cases, this book covers such topics as how complying with the FMLA can cause an employer 
to violate the ADA; the rights and obligations of both employees and employers as more employees use FMLA leave for both their own 
conditions and those of close family members; the crucial differences between FMLA retaliation claims and interference claims and how to 
litigate each; and key points in drafting of employee handbooks and policies.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #fMLA10, isbN 9781576253922
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Pronske’s Texas bankruptcy, Annotated
Gerrit M. Pronske

Covers the latest information on Texas bankruptcy law including: 
Amendments to the Bankruptcy Code; Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure; National Bankruptcy Rules; Federal Rules of Evidence; 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Local Bankruptcy Rules.

Ns 1 volume, softbound, updated annually, Pub. #bANk12, isbN 9781576254929

Texas Courthouse guide
A publication of the Texas Lawyer

An easy-to-use Guide that has contact information such as phone 
and fax numbers and mail and email addresses for elected officials 
and staff employees throughout the Texas public legal scene, 
including judges, district and county clerks, prosecutors, court 
reporters, court coordinators and more.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, published annually, Pub. #COuRT12, isbN 9781576254936

Texas Criminal Codes & Rules Annotated
Don Tittle and Debbie Branscum

Topics include new 2011 Legislative Amendments; Direct  
Quotes from Texas Court Opinions; Code of Criminal Procedure; 
Penal Code; Controlled Substances Act; A Glossary of Spanish 
Legal Terms for Texas Criminal Practice; selected portions of the 
Family Code, Health & Safety Code and Transportation Code;  
Rules of Evidence; Rules of Appellate Procedure; and a 
comprehensive index.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, published annually, includes LjP online access*, 
Pub. #CRiM11, isbN 9781576254394

Texas Legal Malpractice & Lawyer discipline
Charles F. Herring, Jr.

This practical and easy-to-use book walks attorneys through the 
minefield of modern lawyering. It includes major developments 
over the past year, with explanatory commentary, practice tips  
and helpful charts.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, published annually, Pub. #MALP12, isbN 9781576254912

Texas Personal Automobile insurance Policy
Janet K. Colaneri and Bobbi Reilly Sheahan

This handy, court-ready reference addresses thousands of legal 
issues that routinely arise under the Texas Standard Automobile 
Insurance Policy.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, Pub. #AuTO11, isbN 9781576254448

Texas Personal injury forms
W. Mark Lanier

This book guides you through your entire personal injury case, 
soup to nuts. Chapters include pre-litigation, discovery, motions, 
abritration and mediation, and more.

Ns 1 volume, hardbound, includes Cd-ROM, Pub. #TxPif11, isbN 9781576254417

verdictsearch® Texas
Provides data from jury verdicts 
throughout the state of Texas, as well 
as detailed case summaries of county, 
state and federal cases (tried, mediated 
or settled) and the names of trial 
attorneys, the judge and expert witnesses. 
The subscription also includes the 
VerdictSearch® Alert email newsletter.

Ns Newsletter, 48 issues per year, issN 1545-0643
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